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PREAMBLE 
My thesis work consists of study of superconductors in 2-dimension and in presence of disorder 
and magnetic field. I have used broadband microwave technique for high frequency and two-
coil mutual inductance technique for low frequency measurements of the bulk electrodynamic 
response. For real space imaging home-built scanning tunneling microscopes are employed.  
The details of my work and the related physics and instrumental descriptions are covered in 6 
chapters and two appendices in this thesis. 
In chapter one, I have included the basics of a superconductor. Starting from the bulk 
description, I mentioned its microscopic theory followed by the cases where significant 
deviations from conventional picture are seen. 
Chapter two includes the details of the instruments I have used and also the measurement 
techniques and corresponding description of data analysis. 
In chapter three, I present the comparison of experimentally obtained low and high frequency 
electrodynamic behaviour of a 2-dimensional NbN film with the standard theoretical 
prediction. We note severe slowing down of vortex motion in the low frequency data near the 
superconducting transition due to the emergent inhomogeneity of the film as a result of its 
reduced thickness. 
In chapter four, the microscopic evolution of a weakly disordered superconducting state of 
NbN film with changing magnetic field is reported. The scanning tunneling spectroscopy data 
reveals that the increasing field affects the system in a similar manner as increasing non-
magnetic disorder does. 
In chapter five, some of our recent findings under scanning tunneling microscope on the 
superconductor Mo70Ge30 are presented.  
Chapter six discusses the overall understanding and future direction. 
In Appendices I have mentioned two instrumental work I was involved in. Appendix A 
contains the description of development of combined low-temperature scanning tunneling and 
atomic force microscope. In appendix B, I have included measurement and analysis details for 
vortex shaking experiment. 
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Symbols and Abbreviations 
                                                                                 Electronic charge 
                                                                                             Mass of electron 

                                                                                               Velocity of light 
ℎ                                                                                               Planck’s constant 
ђ                                                                                               Reduced Planck’s constant 

                                                                                             Magnetic flux quantum 
                                                                                             Permeability of free space 
                                                                                            Lower critical field 
                                                                                            Upper critical field  

                                                                                                 Mean free path 
                                                                                              Boltzmann constant 
                                                                                              Fermi wave vector 
                                                                                             Ioffe-Regel parameter 

Δ                                                                                                Superconducting energy gap 
                                                                                                Temperature 
                                                                                               Transition   temperature                     

R                                                                                                Resistance 
ZBC                                                                                           Zero bias conductance 
SC                                                                                              Suprconducting 
ZFC                                                                                            Zero field cooled 
FC                                                                                              Field cooled 
1d/1D                                                                                         One dimensional 
2d/2D                                                                                         Two dimensional 
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 3d/3D                                                                                         Three dimensional  
 DOS                                                                                           Density of States 
 PCB                                                                                            Printed Circuit Board 
 SIT                                                                                  Superconductor-Insulator transition 
 BKT                                                                                   Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless 
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Synopsis 
1. Introduction: 

The microscopic theory of clean superconductors was first explained in the seminal work 
of Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) in 19571, 2. Here, two electrons of equal and 
opposite momentum, form a bound state (Cooper pairs) close to Fermi level through the 
attractive interaction mediated by phonons, leading to a gap in the electronic energy 
spectrum, , whose magnitude is proportional to the pairing energy scale. These Cooper 
pairs condense in a phase coherent state which gives the global zero resistance state. This 
state can be described in terms of a complex order parameter |Ѱ|eiθ, whose amplitude is 
proportional to the pairing strength, 2 and θ is the phase factor of the condensate. Within 
BCS theory, the destruction of zero resistance state occurs at the temperature where , and 
hence |Ѱ| goes to zero. However, in principle the superconducting (SC) state can also get 
destroyed through phase fluctuations even when the pairing amplitude remains finite. In 
most 3-dimensional (3D) superconductors in clean limit, the energy associated with the 
fluctuation of phase, called superfluid stiffness, J, is much larger than , and therefore 
phase fluctuation plays a negligible role. However, there are at least two situations where 
phase fluctuations become important in a superconductor. The first one is in reduced 
dimension. In case of 1- dimensional (1D) wires, the constant phase slip of 2π gives rise to 
resistance (R) along the wire. Though, the exponential decrease in R with lowering 
temperature makes R almost immeasurable at very low temperatures, here true zero 
resistance state cannot be obtained. In 2-dimensional (2D) cases with continuous symmetry, 
we do not get long range phase coherence at finite temperatures according to Mermin and 
Wagner theorem3. But, one gets a quasi-long range order where the correlation function 
follows a power law decay with distance and the correlation appears effectively as long 
ranged for finite systems. Berezinskii, Kosterlitz and Thouless (BKT) showed that above a 
characteristic temperature the zero resistance state gets destroyed through spontaneous 
proliferation of vortices and anti-vortices in the system. The vortex - anti-vortex 
proliferation destroys the phase stiffness of the superfluid even when the pairing amplitude 
remains finite.  The second situation arises in strongly disordered superconductors. Here, 
disorder scattering reduces the superfluid density, ns, thereby reducing the phase stiffness 
of the superfluid. Above a certain disorder strength, J, goes below pairing energy, making 
superconductor susceptible to phase fluctuation. In addition to this, it is now also known 
that disorder makes the superconducting order inhomogeneous in space. The system 
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develops superconducting patches with high superconducting order which are connected to 
each other by regions of low superconducting order. Consequently, in the presence of 
strong disorder, phase fluctuations among these patches can destroy the superconducting 
state even in a 3D superconductor4. 
This thesis broadly deals with experimental investigations in conventional s-wave 
superconductors in situations where phase-fluctuations plays a dominant role. The work is 
divided in three parts. In the first part, I study of electro-dynamic response of a 2D NbN 
film across the BKT transition over a wide range of frequency, ranging from tens of kHz 
to 20 GHz, employing a low-frequency mutual inductance technique and broad-band 
microwave spectroscopy, respectively. We see that the smooth down turn of the inductive 
part and huge amplitude and width of the dissipative response cannot be captured using 
standard homogeneous Bardeen-Stephen model. The reduced thickness of our sample 
makes the order parameter spatially non-uniform and in such a system vortex diffusion gets 
substantially modified than the homogeneous case. The second part, consists of the study 
of the superconducting properties of a weakly disordered NbN film under the application 
of magnetic field, using low temperature Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) and 
transport measurements. Through real space imaging we observe that with increasing 
magnetic field, the superconductor develops island like structures, where superconducting 
regions are separated by regions where superconductivity is completely suppressed. 
Consequently, the destruction of superconductivity with magnetic field follows a 
completely different route compared to conventional Type II superconductors, where phase 
fluctuations between the islands results in the destruction of the zero resistance state. The 
third part, deals with the characterization of a different disordered superconductor, 
namely, amorphous Mo70Ge30, which will form the basis of future studies in our laboratory.  
Our initial studies using magneto-transport and STM measurements reveal that in this 
compound the motion of the vortices plays a dominant role in the destruction of the zero 
resistance state. 

2. Instrument details and methods : 
2.1.Measurement of electrodynamic response:  

Two coil Mutual Inductance measurement: Magnetic field decays exponentially within 
a superconductor over a length-scale known as the penetration depth. We use a two coil 
mutual inductance technique to capture the electrodynamic response of thin NbN films in 
kHz regime by measuring the absolute value of  as a function of temperature up to Tc. We 
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place the sample in between two coils and due to the temperature variation of  of the 
sample, mutual inductance between the coils varies. 

Fig. 1 shows the experimental set up for 
the two coil mutual inductance 
measurement. The upper coil is the 
quadrupolar primary coil which 
generates a peak magnetic field of ~ 
3.5mOe for a current I ~ 0.5 mA. Our 
sample is deposited in form of a circular 
disc of diameter of 8mm. The induced 
voltage, Vind, in the secondary is 
converted to the complex mutual 

inductance using the relation, Mexp = Vind/(I) at 
a frequency f = 2πand we record this Mexp as a 
function of temperature. 

     Next, we solve the coupled London and Maxwell 
equations numerically in order to find out the 
current density induced in secondary by the drive 
current in primary coil as well as the super-
current in the sample. The mutual inductance 
between the coils is then calculated using this net 
induced current density. Theoretically two 100 × 
100 matrices are generated where the elements 
of the first matrix are complex penetration 
depth,  and same element of the second matrix 
contains corresponding mutual inductance, Mtheo. Now, closest value of Mexp at each 
temperature is found out from the table for Mtheo and thus same element in the other table 
gives us  at that temperature.  
Broadband Microwave spectroscopy: The electrodynamic response of thin NbN film as 
a function of frequency in GHz regime was measured using a Broadband Microwave 
Spectrometer. The set-up in our lab can measure complex conductivity of thin 
superconducting film down to 2.2K within the frequency range 10 MHz to 20GHz. The 

Figure 1 Experimental set up for two coil Mutual 
inductance technique. Sample was deposited in form of a 
circle with 8mm diameter and placed between both the 
coils. Position of primary and secondary coils are marked 
by the arrows. 

Figure 2 Panel (a) shows the head of the 
spectrometer. Sample is placed on the Teflon 
holder as terminator. In (b) front view of the 
coaxial cable is shown. Corbino shaped sample 
with Ag contact pad is shown in (c). 

Primary coil 
(Quadrupolar) 

Secondary coil 
(Dipolar) 

Film 
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microwave signal was sent from a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) through a 50SS 
coaxial cable, at the end of which the corbino shaped sample was placed as a terminator 
(fig.2). From the reflected signal VNA extracts the complex reflection coefficient, Smeas. 
There are mainly three types of error that interfere with the measurement, known as, 
reflection tracking (ER), source mismatch (ES) and directivity (ED). In order to extract the 
correct coefficient, we need to calibrate the set up at low temperature with three known 
standards. We use Teflon as open standard, thin NiCr film as load standard and ordered 
superconducting film as short standard. In some cases, instead of using Teflon and NiCr, 
we use sample spectra above Tc at two different temperatures as two load standards. This 
gives us a better accuracy as we can measure two of the three standards in the same thermal 
cycle of the actual film. Once the calibration is done we obtain the actual reflection 
coefficient, Sa, using, 
                                                                     =  +      (1) 
Then the complex impedance of the sample, ZL can be calculated using,  
                                                                        =  (  )

(  )    (2) 

where, Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the transmission cable. Finally, the complex 
conductivity, σ is obtained from the relation,  

                                                                            =   ( )   (3) 
where, a and b are the inner and outer radius of the sample and d is its thickness.  

We also carry out simultaneous dc resistance 
measurement by the end of each cycle of a frequency sweep at every temperature in order 
to capture the variation of zero frequency superconducting behaviour with temperature. 
 

Figure 3 Typical normalised spectra of a type-II 
superconductor NbSe2.Black one is taken away from vortex 
within superconducting region while the red one (straight line 
fit to the experimental data) is close to vortex centre. Arrows 
indicate the position of the coherence peak at which the STM 
bias is set. 
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2.2.Scanning Tunneling Microscope:   
Scanning Tunneling Microscope is a powerful tool for local probing of a sample at the 
atomic level. A sharp metallic tip is brought within few angstroms of the sample surface 
and by applying a bias of few mV between sample and tip, we get a current due to quantum 
mechanical tunneling. We keep the tunneling current constant using a feedback loop while 
rastering the tip over the sample surface. Due to exponential dependence of the tunneling 
current with separation between sample and tip, even very small surface non-uniformity 
tries to change the current. The feedback loop in order to maintain the specified current 
value, alters the tip height and we get the surface topography from this tip height variation 
map. Probing local density of states is another powerful aspect of this instrument. At 
sufficiently low temperatures, tunnelling conductance directly measures the density of 
states of the sample. We modulate the dc bias with a small ac voltage VacSint and using 
lock-in amplifier the component of tunneling current locked at  is recorded which is 
proportional to conductance (using eq.(4)) and hence the density of states of the material. 
                              ( + Sinωt ) ≈ ( ) +  Sinωt .  |V    (4) 
Fig.3 shows the comparison of spectra away from vortex core deep within superconducting 
region and near the centre of the normal vortex core. We fix the STM bias at the coherence 
peak position indicated by the arrows and take conductance map. Vortices appear as low 
region while the superconducting region appears to be high in the image. The large 
difference in spectral value at this bias point makes it easy to figure out the position of the 
vortices.  
To study the evolution of weakly disordered NbN with magnetic field, we have used a 
home-built 3He STM which goes down to 350 mK and fitted with a 9T magnet. Thin film 
of NbN which was grown by Pulsed Laser Deposition was transferred to the STM using a 
vacuum suitcase maintaining a pressure of ~ 10-10 torr without exposing to air.  
The characterization of MoGe is partly being done in another 4He STM which can go to a 
lowest temperature of 2.3K and has a 9T magnet. 
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3. Slowing down of vortex motion near Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition 
of 2D NbN film : 
The famous Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition5 which people have 
successfully observed in superfluid He films6 is not completely understood in case of thin 
films of superconducting materials. In superconducting films, due to presence of charged 
super current, BKT effect is only visible in very thin films and near superconducting 
transition, where, Pearl length, 2/d (d is the film thickness) is larger (or of same order) 
than (of) system size. Also, the quasi particle excitations reduce the vortex core energy 
producing vortex-anti vortex pairs even below the theoretically predicted BKT transition 
temperature7. In addition, if the system is disordered, the granularity developed in the SC 
properties8 also starts affecting the BKT physics. Using broadband microwave 
spectroscopy and two coil mutual inductance technique we have studied the electrodynamic 
response of a thin superconducting film in two widely separated frequency regime, GHz 
and kHz respectively. We observe that standard theoretical expectations9,10 do not match 
with the low frequency (kHz) measurements. In this regime, vortex diffusion is found to be 
highly different than the conventional homogeneous case. 
The sample used in our measurement is thin film of NbN which was prepared using DC 
magnetron sputtering. The film thickness was kept at 3nm, lesser than its coherence length 
ξ0 ( ~ 10nm for NbN) to keep it in 2D limit. It was deposited within a circle of diameter of 
8mm on MgO (100) substrate. Measurements in kHz regime (10-100 kHz) was performed 
using a home-built two-coil mutual inductance set-up11. The complex penetration depth 
() being dependent on temperature, changes the magnetic coupling between the primary 
and secondary coils with changing temperature as we place the sample between them. We 
extracted complex mutual inductance Mexp from the complex voltage induced in the 
secondary coil as a function of temperature. Then, numerically the temperature variation of 
was calculated taking into account the finite radius of the film following the method of 
J. Turneaure12,13.  
For GHz measurement (1GHz – 10GHz), we carried out broadband microwave 
spectroscopy using a vector network analyser (VNA). Ag contact pad was evaporated in 
corbino geometry14 on the same sample used for kHz measurement after cutting it in 5 mm 
× 5 mm size. Use of same sample in both frequency measurements avoid any change in 
superconducting (SC) properties (SC gap, superfluid stiffness etc). We measured the 
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complex reflection coefficient Sm and extracted the corrected coefficient Sc from that using 
three calibrators15,16,17. Superconducting spectra of a thick ordered NbN at the lowest 
measurement temperature was used as short calibrator and the sample spectra at two 
different temperatures above Tc were used as two load standards. The complex impedance 
Z of the sample and corresponding complex conductivity σ = σ1 - iσ2 , were obtained using 
the relations (2) and (3) respectively. We then expressed σ in terms of length scales as,  
and  
for comparison with kHz data.  
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Figure 4 Inverse of squared penetration depth is plotted with BCS fit for two different frequency regimes, one 
at 30kHz (left) and the other at 1.8GHz (right) . Low temperature data fits well with the BCS fit (red curve). 
Near transition we see a deviation from BCS behaviour as a result of BKT transition which starts slightly 
before the intersection with Universal KT line or 2T/π (green) line due to presence of thermally activated 
vortices. 
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Fig.4 shows two representative spectra, one from kHz and one from GHz range with their 

BCS fits. Universal BKT line obtained using  
( ) = 8 / , is plotted on the same graph (d is the thickness of the film,  

is magnetic flux quantum). In both the frequency regime we get nearly same value of  (0) 
and Δ(0) which confirms the consistency of these two measurements. At low temperatures 
away from transition 1/2 follows BCS behaviour well, but near Tc, a sudden deviation 
from the fit is observed as a result of vortex-anti vortex depairing.  The down turn in 1/2 

starts slightly below the intersection of experimental curve and universal BKT line due to 
the thermally excited vortices in the system as a consequence of low vortex core energy of 
the film7,18. In fig.5, data from entire frequency domain are plotted together. Away from 
Tc, the sensitivity for kHz data becomes poor but the GHz measurements nicely match the 
dc conductivity value above Tc.  
The length scale which can be probed at measurement frequency  is known as probing 
length and can be expressed through the diffusion coefficient as, r= √(14D/), where D 
is the diffusion constant for the vortices. According to the standard Bardeen-Stephen 

b 

c d 

a

Figure 5 Experimentally obtained real and imaginary part of conductivity in both kHz and GHz 
range are plotted together as a function of temperature (a,b). In panel (c,d) corresponding 1/
and 1/are shown. All the panel contain the DC resistance curve (black). In (a) we see that the 
dc conductivity matches very well with GHz data above Tc. 
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model, as the vortex core is composed of normal electrons, vortex motion causes dissipation 
and D is expected to scale with the electron diffusion constant9. We estimated D to be nearly 
10-4 m2/s from the resistivity and Hall measurements data at 285K.  
Numerical analysis to understand these responses were done in collaboration with Lara 
Benfatto of Sapienza University, Rome. The Renormalisation-group equations of BKT 
theory that captures the long distance vortex effect, in terms of K ≡ J/T and vortex 
fugacity,  = 2  e -are: 
                                        =  −      (6)    and      = (2 − )    (7) 

Where, J = ℏ   is the bare superfluid stiffness without vortices,  is the vortex core 
energy, = ln(a/ ) is RG scaled lattice spacing w.r.t coherence length ns0is mean-field 
superfluid density, m is electron mass and d is film thickness. One can extract the dielectric 
function iin terms of J and g and then compute the complex conductivity 
using the expression,     

   ( )  . Following relation (5),  -2 and -2  takes the form, 
                                   =          (8)                         =          (9) 

where, is a numerical factor. At zero frequency, is purely real making zero. -2 

shows sudden drop to zero at transition. At non-zero frequency,  develops a frequency 
dependent imaginary part making -2 non-zero. The cut-off length for the theory becomes 
dependent on probing length r and we get a sharp downturn in -2 instead of the 
discontinuous jump found in static case. -2 exhibits a maxima at a temperature , where 
Re() ≅ Im() ~ O(1). The transition width, ( ) is approximately given as,   ( ) × 
(   ) indicating a broadening due to finite frequency effect. 
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Fig.6 shows the comparison 
between experimental data and 
simulated curves for static case as 
well as at finite frequencies. The 
broadening we observe in the 
experimental data is much larger 
than that in the simulated curve 
even after incorporating the finite 
frequency effect.  
As we use a very thin film of 
NbN, the disorder level of the 
film increases which introduces 
granularity in the SC properties 
of the film. To account for this 

increasing granularity that arises with increasing disorder we consider a Gaussian 
distribution P(Ji) of local superfluid stiffness and compute the average conductivity using, 
  ( ) ( )where, Ji and i are superfluid stiffness and conductivity of i-th patch 
respectively. For this calculations, conventional value of D, i.e. ~ 10-5 m2/s is used. As there 
are different patches with different local transition temperatures, we see a smearing of 
superfluid density jump7,18. Due to similar reason the -2 peak also broadens but the peak 
intensity at = 20 kHz is two orders of magnitude smaller than the experimental data 
(fig.7). Rather the order of magnitude of the simulated curve at = 2 GHz approaches the 
value of the kHz data suggesting that r in both the frequency regime must be nearly same. 
To account for this, we now take D as function of frequency. D is taken to be 10-11 m2/s at 
20 kHz which gives r ≈ 8 ξ0 and at 1.8 GHz,  D is 0.01 × 10-5 m2/s giving r ≈  ξ0. Now, 
a self-consistent effective medium approximation19 (SEMA) for optical conductivity of 
inhomogeneous system is used and complex is computed as a solution of the equation, 
((1 + ) ∑  )    (10) 

Figure 6 Comparison between the experimental 1/and 1/ (a 
,b) with the prediction of the conventional homogeneous case for 
D = 10-5 m2/s (c,d). Transition temperature from BCS fit is 
marked as Tc while the predicted one from homogeneous case is 
marked as TBKT (J = 1.2 taken). Smearing in 1/in simulation 
is much smaller and peak in 1/ appears to be - like in 
comparison with the experiment. 
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Where, η is 1 in 2D. 

The inductive part even for the static case now shows a smooth smeared out transition 
instead of the sharp jump in contrast to the homogeneous case (8(a)). The resistive part also 
shows a much better agreement after incorporating the frequency varying diffusion constant 
(8(b)). 
This study shows the striking effect of the emergence of inhomogeneity on the transition 
pointing out the inapplicability of the conventional homogenous theory. In GHz range 
where probing length is of the order of the size of the SC domains (10 – 50 nm)8,20, the 
dissipative response agrees with the existing theory. But, in kHz it fails severely as the 
vortex motion here, is restricted due to the inhomogeneous SC background within a length 
scale comparable to the size of these domains. The vortices prefers to proliferate away from 
the SC regions and their slower diffusion increases resistive response. Inductive part in both 
GHz and kHz cases are smeared out due the same inhomogeneity. 
 

4. Emergent granularity in weakly disordered NbN with increasing magnetic field: 
The effect of increasing non-magnetic disorder on a conventional superconducting film has 
been a topic of interest for quite a few years. Increase in spatial variation of superconducting 
gap21 and the increasing importance of phase fluctuations with increasing disorder have 
been reported in literatures22. In our work, we have shown that with increasing magnetic 
field (H) the superconducting state of a nearly homogenous weakly disordered film evolves 
in a similar fashion as it does with increasing disorder. 

Figure 7 Comparison of experimental complex 
conductivity with the simulated result obtained using 
averaging procedure over a Gaussian distribution of 
superfluid stiffness with conventional value of D. 
Inductive response smears out but the peak intensity 
in kHz for the experimental dissipative part does not 
match at all with simulation. 

Figure 8 Inductive and resistive part of SEMA 
complex conductivity (solid lines) together with the 
experimentally measured response (symbols) are 
plotted. Experimental and simulated results of same 
frequency are of same colour. Black dashed line is 
the prediction for static case. D value is varied in 
different frequency regimes. 
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We carry out STM measurements on a weakly disordered nearly homogeneous NbN film 
with a bulk Tc (H = 0) of 9K. The Ioffe Regel parameter for this Tc is 4 which states that 
the disorder level is low23. An area spectroscopy on 32 × 32 grids over a 200nm × 200nm 
area was taken and the film shows nearly uniform conventional superconducting spectra in 
space. Fig. 9(a) exhibits GN, conductance normalized w.r.t normal state value, over our 
entire scanned area in absence of magnetic field. The BCS fit of the tunneling spectra at 
zero magnetic field for different temperatures were carried out.  We had used dynes 
parameter,  to account for the non-thermal broadening of the spectra24 which remains 
nearly independent of temperature within our experimental temperature range. The gap 
vanishes at the temperature where the bulk resistance appears as expected within BCS 
theory.

 
Figure 9 Zero field behaviour of the sample shows nearly uniform spectra (a) in space. Panel (b) shows CPH 
map extracted from area spectroscopy which forms patches even in zero field. Temperature evolution of the 
gap at zero field was fitted with the BCS formula with nearly temperature independent value (c). 
The zero bias cut of the spectra from all the grid points give the zero bias conductance 
(ZBC) map and the cut at coherence peak position (GNp) gives coherence peak height (CPH) 
map for this area. In zero field, the ZBC map is nearly uniform. But, we find a variation of 
1.1 to 1.8 in CPH map (fig. 9(b)) indicating inhomogeneous distribution of superconducting 
order even in absence of field. Though the presence of coherence peak everywhere ensures 
that the superconducting order is finite. We also calculated the separation between 
coherence peaks and observed spatial variation in this too. 
The area spectroscopy is then performed in presence of magnetic field (Ʇ to film surface) 
on the same area at 450 mK. Fig. 10(a) – 10(d) show the evolution of ZBC for the same 
area with increasing magnetic field. The histograms for the same are shown in fig. 10(e) - 
10(h). As field increases, the mean of the ZBC histograms shift to a higher value and the 
distribution develops progressively longer tails, reflecting the progressive granularity in SC 
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properties of the area. The ZBC map and the CPH map show a weak anti correlation with 
an anti -correlator value of -0.15 to -0.2 8. 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10 The evolutions of ZBC with magnetic field of the same area are shown in (a) to (d) for 0, 40kOe, 
60kOe and 75kOe. The granularity increases gradually as the field is increased. Red dots are extracted local 
minima from conductance map (STM bias kept at coherence peak position) which are superposed on ZBC 
maps and indicate the positions of the vortices. Histograms for the same are plotted in (e) to (h). The 
appearance of progressively longer tails of the histograms illustrate the emergent inhomogeneity with field. 
The CPH maps for the above mentioned fields are plotted in (i) – (k). 
Conductance maps at different magnetic fields for this area was also recorded keeping the 
bias fixed at the coherence peak value (2.2 mV) 25. The high value points correspond to the 
positions where superconducting order is high and the low value indicates the regions 
where the order is suppressed. As magnetic field is applied, we do not see the conventional 
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Abrikosov vortex lattice (fig.11 (a)). Instead, we observe that chains of vortices thread 
through the superconducting regions. 

      The vortices here are identified by finding the local minima of the conductance map. With 
increasing magnetic fields the superconducting patches shrink in size accommodating more 
and more vortices. To investigate the cores of the vortices tunneling spectra is recorded 
along a line passing through the centre of a vortex (fig. 11). We find that a gap with 
suppressed coherence peak is visible even up to a magnetic field of 75kOe in contrast to 
the conventional case where vortex core is either normal or shows a peak at zero bias 
(owing to Caroli de Gennes Matricon states)26 depending on the purity of the sample. The 
presence of the vortices suppresses the local superconducting order but finite value of Δ 
shows that the cooper pairs are still present. At each magnetic field if we look at the average 
spectra, we get non-zero value of Δ up to a temperature T* much higher than its bulk Tc at 
that magnetic field.  Fig.12 shows the evolution of Tc and T* with magnetic field. At zero 
field Tc and T* match exactly as expected in case of a weakly disordered sample. But, with 
increasing magnetic field a pseudo-gap state8,27 emerges and gradually the difference 
between T and T* becomes broader. We also tracked the temperature variation of Δ in 
magnetic field for two different regions with high and low coherence peak value and 

Figure 11 Conductance Map at 2.2 mV bias over a 200nm X 200nm area at 40 kOe is shown in (a).   Abrikosov 
vortices are not seen. Red dots are local minima of the map which are identified as vortex centres. Spectra 
along the green line are plotted in (b). Panel (c) shows a comparison of spectra near(black) and away(violet)
from vortex core. We find a soft gap even within the core though the superconducting order is suppressed. 
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observe that the gap vanishes exactly at the same temperature for both the patches. So, the 
pseudogap observed is surely not a consequence of local variation of Tc. 

                                                                                          

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 12 Panel (a) to (c) show the evolution of superconducting gap with temperature at magnetic fields of 
0, 40 and 75 kG respectively. In the same graph the RT curve obtained from bulk transport measurements 
are plotted. In zero field (a) Tc (where bulk resistance appears) and T*(where the gap closes) matches exactly, 
while with increasing field, the difference in Tc and T* widens gradually. The B vs.T phase diagram for Tc and 
T* are shown in panel (d).  

     Numerical simulations:  
In order to understand these results more closely, numerical simulations were carried out 
in collaboration with Dr. Amit Ghosal and Anurag Banerjee of IISER Kolkata. We describe 
our system through an attractive Hubbard         Hamiltonian in presence of disorder and 
magnetic field as, 

                         = −  ∑〈 , 〉,  − | | ∑ ↑ ↓ +  ∑ ( −  ),    (11) 
on a square lattice, where ic  ( ic ) is the annihilation (creation) operator for an electron at 
i-th site with spin σ. U is the onsite attraction responsible for superconductivity, Vi  gives 
the strength of the disorder at i-th site which is an independent random variable within the 
range [V, -V]. The average density = ∑  is fixed by the chemical potential  and ij is 
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the Peierls factor of the applied orbital magnetic field, defined as, =    .  .  We 
took a 36 × 36 grid and analysed equation (11) self-consistently using Bogoliubov-de 
Gennes technique22,28,29. For all our calculations, V is 0.5t,  is 0.875 and |U | is taken to be 
1.2t. 
Fig.13 (a) shows the numerically calculated density of states D(E) normalised above gap 
and averaged over the entire area. These analysis were done at T=0 so we compared the 
simulation results with the experimental data taken at lowest temperature (450mK). The 

distribution of DP, the value of D(E) at coherence peak, shows an inhomogeneous 
distribution consisting of patches even at zero field (fig.13 (b)) as was also found in 
experimentally obtained  distribution. The width of the histogram for D (=

) was kept to be nearly same as the width of the histogram for G  (=
), the normalized experimental conductance at coherence peak, to ensure that 

we were dealing with same level of disorder in both numerical analysis and experiment.  
Then, we studied the evolution of the superconducting state in presence of magnetic field. 
The points around which the phase of the condensate  twists and the amplitude of the order 
parameter 0~  denote the position of the vortices (fig. 14(a)-(c)). In fig.14(d)-(f), the 
distribution of D(0), the zero bias density of states, and in fig.14(g)- (i), the distribution of 
Dp  are shown for the cases with 2,4 and 6 vortices within the our system size respectively. 
The gradual increase in spatial inhomogeneity in D(0) with increasing magnetic field is 

a b c 

Figure 13 Numerically calculated Density of states D(E) averaged over 36 X 36 lattice in absence of vortices 
showing fully formed gap and sharp coherence peak (a). Distribution of D(E) at coherence peak, Dp over 36 
Ⅹ 36 lattice (b). Comparison of standard deviation of =  and =  , the 
normalised distribution of experimentally obtained conductance at coherence peak is in panel (c). 
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consistent with our experiment.  For n=2, the anti-correlation between D(0) and Dp was 
clear from the spatial map. The anti-correlation for higher n was not so evident in simulation 
probably due to the much larger magnetic field value used in simulation to keep the 
coherence length within our small simulation area.  

Figure 14 (a) – (c) Spatial variation of ϕ for n=2, 4 and 6 on a 36 × 36 lattice are shown by arrows. 
The strength of order parameter are denoted by colors of the arrows on a scale of 0 to 1. The positions 
of the vortices are the points around which ϕ twists and |Ѱ| is close to zero. (d) – (f) show the spatial 
variation of D(0) and (g) – (i) show the same for Dp for n =2,4,6 respectively. The histograms for D(0) 
is shown in (j) – (l). Inset of (k) is D(E) as a function of E/t for n=4 averaged over a region close to the 
center of a vortex (black) and away from vortices(blue). 
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D(E) inside the vortex core and away from the vortices were also compared. Inside        the 
vortices coherence peak was suppressed but a gap was present as was found in our 
experimental conductance. An Abrikosov vortex lattice was realised with V=0 for 
consistency check which displayed a zero energy peak in D(E) within the vortex core 
consistent with the CDM state. 
So, the increasing magnetic field here plays the same role as increasing non-magnetic 
disorder in the system. Magnetic field makes the system granular consisting of weakly 
coupled superconducting patches just as disorder does. The vortices enter the system along 
the boundaries of these patches where the superconducting order is suppressed. We also 
know that in disordered systems, the energy associated with the phase twist of the cooper 
pairs becomes lesser than the cooper pair binding energy. So, instead of breaking a pair, 
the phase twist becomes energetically more favourable. Thus, the zero resistance state gets 
destroyed in these cases by phase fluctuation among different patches even though the 
cooper pairs survive in the system. Here, the appearance of pseudo-gap state and the 
persistence of single particle gap in the vortex core also suggests that phase fluctuation 
probably has become the relevant energy scale in increasing magnetic field even for a 
moderately disordered sample. 
Our work gives an experimental demonstration for a possible explanation30 of the huge 
magneto-resistance peak observed in disordered samples. There strong disorder already 
makes the superconducting states fragmented in zero field. With increasing magnetic field 
superconducting puddles reduce in size which increases the energy required for the current 
to pass through them. So, the resistance tends to increase. At some point, the size of these 
puddles reach a value where it becomes energetically unfavourable for the current to pass 
through this superconducting patches. This is the point where we get the magneto-
resistance maxima. After this, current flows through normal regions and resistance starts 
decreasing with increasing field due to increase in effective phase space. 

5. Characterization of Mo70Ge30 thin films and real space imaging of Vortex lattice: 
Thin films of Mo70Ge30, a weakly pinned amorphous superconductor, is grown by Pulsed 
laser deposition. By changing the growth condition a series of such thin films with varying 
thickness is prepared. Using the two coil mutual inductance set-up, the bulk screening 
response of these films are recorded as a function of temperature at different magnetic fields 
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(fig. 15 (a)). We observe a monotonic decrease in Tc (H=0) with decreasing thickness. Here, 
the temperature above which there is no super current to provide shielding making M ׳ (the 

real part of the mutual inductance of the coils) equal to the normal state value, is taken to 
be the Tc at that field. In fig. 15 (b), M ׳ vs H for a 45 nm thick film at different temperatures 
are plotted. In presence of vortices, the ac field we apply in two-coil set up changes the 
vortex density with time and the mutual inductance of the coils depends on the vortex 
motion. If the compressibility of the vortex lattice is high, M ׳ is also large. Here, we see 
that application of even small dc magnetic field produces a large value of M ׳, indicating 
that the vortex lattice is very soft. Fig. 15 (c) and (d) show the H vs. Tc phase diagram for 
two different samples with thickness 45 nm and 5.6 nm respectively. These curves show 
strange shapes which we do not expect within BCS theory. 

Figure 15 Real part of mutual inductance, M’ as a function of temperature and magnetic field are shown 
for a 45 nm thick MoGe samples in (a) and (b) respectively. Panel (c) and (d) show the H-T phase diagram 
for two different samples with thickness 45 and 5.66 nm respectively. The curves show non- BCS features 
which becomes more prominent with lowering thickness. 

(a) 

(d) 

(b) 

(c) 
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To investigate the vortices in real space, we have carried out STM measurements on these 
samples. The temperature variation of superconducting gap, at zero magnetic field 

follows BCS behaviour (fig. (16)) even for our thinnest (5.6 nm thick) sample.  

Vortex images are then captured at different magnetic fields keeping the temperature fixed. 
In fig. (17) and (18), few such images for some selected magnetic fields are shown for two 
different samples respectively. We have observed that vortex images are visible up to a 
field which lies much above the H-T line obtained from bulk measurement (fig. (19)).We 
have also taken grid spectroscopy over areas as a function of magnetic field to obtain the 
average spectra at varying fields at different temperatures. It is interesting to note that even 
though the vortices disappear above a certain field, the average spectra continues to show 

Figure 16 The temperature variation of  at zero magnetic field is fitted to BCS prediction. Value of  
which is known as Dynes parameter, used to incorporate the non-thermal broadening of the spectra, is 
also shown at different temperatures. Panel (a) and (b) show the fits for samples of 45 nm and 5.6 nm 
thick samples respectively. 

  60kG                                 70kG                                   80kG 

Figure 17 Vortex images of a 45 nm thick MoGe sample over 180 nm X 180nm area at 2.3 K for 60, 70 and 
80 kG. Corresponding fft images are shown in the lower panel. From Bulk measurement, the predicted Hc2is approximately 70kG. 

(a) (b) 
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superconducting gap up to a much higher field (fig. (20)). We predict that here above a 
certain magnetic field the vortices start moving and the vortex core being normal destroys 
the global superconductivity while moving. When the field is increased further, at some 
point our measurement becomes unable to capture the fast movement of the vortices. But, 

locally superconductivity can be present at some places which gets reflected in the average 
spectra. Ongoing STM measurements on thinner samples are also showing similar 
signature. 
 
 

             20kG 
      (500nm X 500nm) 

             40kG 
     (300nm X 300nm) 

             55kG  
    (300nm X 300nm) 

Figure 18 Vortex images of a 22 nm thick MoGe sample at 3.1 K for 20, 40 and 55kG. Corresponding fft 
images are shown in the lower panel. According to Bulk measurement, super current is not sustained above
45 kG at this temperature. 
 

Figure 19 Comparison of critical field values 
obtained from bulk ac susceptibility 
measurements and STM measurements. Black 
squares are the Hc2 extracted from bulk study.  
Red dots denote the field above which vortices 
vanish and green triangles are the field at which 
gap in average spectra disappear at that 
temperature. 

Figure 20 Average spectra of a 45 nm thick 
sample obtained from 180 nm X 180 nm area 
grid spectroscopy at 2.7K. Even at 8.9T a 
small gap is visible, though no vortex was 
visible at this temperature and field. 8.9T is 
the maximum that we can apply in our 
system. 
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6. Summary:  

I have explored the limitation of the homogeneous Bardeen Stephen model and how the 
effect of inhomogeneity changes the electro-dynamic response of a superconductor across 
BKT transition. In our case, inhomogeneity enters due to the reduction of film thickness. 
The extension of the measurement in the intermediate frequency range i.e, in MHz regime 
would be a good crosscheck to verify the evolution of D. 
Through STM measurements,      we have observed the increasing granular structure of a 
weakly disordered superconducting state with increasing external magnetic field. The next 
interesting step would be to see the evolution of strongly disordered samples in increasing 
field.  
The growth and characterization of Mo70Ge30 films are going on using ac susceptibility and 
STM measurements. All the films starting from 45 nm down to 5.6 nm thickness have 
shown BCS behaviour in zero magnetic field. Initial STM studies reveal presence of 
vortices and superconducting gap in average spectra up to a magnetic field much greater 
than the critical field obtained from bulk studies. We propose that this is a consequence of 
motion of vortices, though some more STM studies and analysis are required to conclude 
on this. 
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction 
In 1908, after successful liquefaction of Helium, experimental investigations of material 
properties down to 1K became possible. While measuring the temperature dependence of 
resistance of pure Mercury in this low temperature range, in 1911, Onnes discovered the 
existence of a new state of matter1, and called it superconducting (SC) state for its dc zero 
resistance property. Later, it was also observed that another macroscopic property of 
superconductors is perfect diamagnetism.  
In 1957, Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) came up with their seminal work which 
explained the microscopic theory behind superconductivity2,3. In superconductors, two 
electrons of equal and opposite momenta and spin at the Fermi sea can form a bound state, 
known as Cooper pairs. The energy to break the Cooper pair, 2Δ, appears as a single particle 
energy gap across the Fermi level. The ground state of superconductors is a phase coherent 
state of many such Cooper pairs and macroscopically this state can be expressed by a complex 
order parameter, |Ѱ| . The amplitude |Ѱ| scales as Δ within BCS theory and the 
superconducting transition occurs at a temperature where Δ→ 0. The phase of the condensate 

 was taken to be a constant in this theory. This choice is reasonable as the energy to be 
supplied to twist the phase, known as superfluid stiffness ( ) is orders of magnitude larger than 
Δ in 3-dimension (3d) for clean conventional superconductors.  
Later on, studies reveal that there are systems where phase fluctuation can be important. One 
of them is low dimensional systems. Due to phase slips, appearance of resistance below 
transition temperature (Tc) was observed in 1-dimensional (1d) filamentary wires. Resistance 
decreases exponentially with temperature below Tc instead of jumping suddenly to zero. Phase 
fluctuation driven transitions known as Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transitions, are 
also observed in 2-simensional (2d) superconducting film. At Tc, the creation and proliferation 
of free vortex and anti-vortex in the film give rise to transverse phase fluctuations that destroy 
the zero resistance state.  
A significant deviation from BCS behavior is observed even in 3-dimensional conventional 
superconductors due to introduction of non-magnetic disorder. Disorder reduces super electron 
density and the effective coulomb screening, making  a relevant energy scale.  In these cases 
Δ remains finite even when the global phase coherence and hence the zero resistance state is 
lost. Also in some high Tc oxide based and organic superconductors in 3d, importance of phase 
fluctuation is observed because of their low carrier density and poor screening. 
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In my thesis, I have explored systems where the superconducting transition is governed by 
phase fluctuation, both in lower dimension and in presence of disorder. This chapter includes 
the basic properties of superconductors and example of some cases where deviation from BCS 
theory are observed. This will give a brief background of the chapters in this thesis. 

 Fundamental Properties of superconductor: 
1.1.1 Disappearance of electrical resistance: 
One of the most remarkable properties of superconductors is their zero resistance to electrical 
current at zero frequency. When direct electrical current is sent through a normal metal, the 
moving conduction electrons get scattered by the thermally vibrating atoms and any impurity 
atoms which destroy the periodicity of the atomic lattice. When temperature is lowered, the 
thermal vibration of the atoms is reduced. Therefore the moving electrons become less probable 
to be scattered and the resistance of the material decreases. If the material is absolutely pure, 

then we expect to get a zero resistance state or 
‘perfect conductivity’ at T=0 where there is no 
thermal vibration of atoms.   Presence of any small 
impurity gives us a non-zero resistance value even 
at T=0 (Figure 1.1). For superconductors the 
scenario is different. When temperature is lowered 
from above, its resistance suddenly drops to zero 
at a temperature, Tc, called the superconducting 
transition temperature of the material (Figure 1.1). 
Here, if the superconductor possesses a small 
amount of impurity, the transition gets broadened. 
We, usually consider the superconductor to be 

made up of two kinds of electrons, Super electrons and normal electrons. The total electron 
density, n, is expressed as, n = ns + nn, where ns and nn are super electron and normal electron 
density respectively4,5. The normal electrons can be scattered giving rise to the resistance R 
and the super electrons form an inductive channel of impedance jL in parallel to it at 
frequency = . At T=0, the system consists of only super electrons. As temperature 
increases normal electrons are thermally excited and at T=Tc, we get, n = nn where whole 
system becomes normal. When direct current is passed through the system, at all temperatures 
below Tc, the inductive channel acts as a short giving us a bulk zero resistance state. But, at 



c
Figure 1.1 Variation of resistivity with temperature for an impure metal (brown) and a superconductor (green). The resistivity of the metal initially decreases with temperature and at very low temperature saturates to a non-zero value. The superconductor shows a sharp drop in resistivity to zero at Tc 
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non-zero frequencies, the inductive channel develops non zero impedance. For sufficiently high 
frequencies, typically ~ 1011 Hz, impedances of both resistive and inductive channel and hence 
the currents carried by both the super electrons and normal electrons become comparable. Thus, 
at these frequency range the dissipation is significant due to the normal electron contribution. 
1.1.2 Perfect Diamagnetism:  
The response of superconductors in external magnetic field is also different from a ‘perfect 
conductor’. The ‘perfect conductor’ is expected to oppose any change in magnetic field with 

time in its interior. On the contrary, a 
material in superconducting state always 
expels magnetic field lines from its 
interior. This perfect diamagnetism is a 
striking characteristic of superconductors, 
known as Meissner effect6.  
Figure 1.2 shows the profile of magnetic 
field inside a superconductor.  Let us 
consider, that the magnetic field outside 

the surface of the superconductor is, (x=0) 
= ̂. This field does not abruptly falls to 
zero within the material but falls 

exponentially with distance from the surface. 
 B( ) = /  (1.1) 

As the magnetic field is applied, the super electrons start flowing across the boundary of the 
material within a length scale of λ so as to cancel the applied flux inside. λ is called the 
London’s penetration depth of the material, named after H and F. London who suggested the 
electrodynamic response of superconductors in 19357. They came up with two equations which 
are in agreement with experimental observation. 
 =  − ∇×  

= ( ) 
(1.2) 

Fie
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x=0

InsideOutside

Figure 1.2 Magnetic field variation with distance inside a superconducting sample from its boundary (x=0) is plotted. B0 is the field outside the sample. B exponentially decays away from surface. 
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Eq (1.2) is known as London’s equation which in compact form is written as, = −  
where,  is magnetic vector potential,  is super current density and = √ . Here, the 
first part of eq.(1.2) together with Maxwell’s equation, yields eq. (1.1). The second part states 
nothing but perfect conductivity. 
When the magnetic field outside is gradually increased from 0 to Ha, the gibbs free energy of 
the state also rises and the change per unit volume is given by, 
 
 ∆ ( , ) = − =  =  (1.3) 

Where, magnetization M= -H for a perfect diamagnet. Thus,  if ∆  exceeds the free energy 

(T,0) of normal state at some magnetic field Hc, the whole material becomes normal and Hc 
is known to be the critical field of the superconductor at that temperature. 
1.1.3 Coherence length:  
A very important concept related to the super electrons was introduced by Pippard in 19538. 
He argued that the super electron density in space cannot be changed abruptly to zero. The 
shortest length scale over which ns can be modified in space in order to form a superconductor-
normal metal boundary, is called the coherence length, ξ. This length gets reduced in presence 
of impurity in the material. If ξ0 is the coherence length of the pure material, for impure 

ns 
B r 

Figure 1.3 An external magnetic field Ba is applied on a type-II superconductor. Panel (a) shows the flux tubes that thread the sample forming a regular hexagonal array. Circulation of super current, shown by arrows around these tubes prevent flux penetration inside the superconductor. Panel (b) shows the spatial variation of super electron density ns and the magnetic field distribution around a vortex center. The critical field variation of type-I and type-II superconductor with temperature is shown in panel (c). 
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materials or alloys ξ becomes ( ) .  where  is the electronic mean free path of the material. 
Using the position-momentum uncertainty argument, Pippard showed that  ~ ђ  , where 

 is the Fermi velocity and  is a constant of order 1.  
1.1.4 Type-II superconductors:  
Depending on the sign of free energy associated with the creation of superconductor-normal 
metal boundary, there exists two classes of superconductors. Type-I superconductors exhibit 
Meissner effect up to a certain field Hc and above it becomes normal. In these materials, the 
energy required to create a superconducting-normal state surface is positive making such 
creation energetically unfavorable. The other class is known as type-II, which are perfect 
diamagnetic only up to a magnetic field Hc1, called the lower critical field of the material. 
Above this field, magnetic field lines penetrate the sample in form of regular array of flux 
tubes, each carrying a flux quantum of (= = 2.067 × 10 ). This flux tubes are 
called vortices whose radii is of the order of ξ (Figure 1.3). As, field increases, the density of 
vortices increases. The field, Hc2 at which the vortex cores start to touch each other, is called 
the upper critical field and this is the field above which the whole system becomes normal. 
The energy cost for creating one flux tube is  .  where d is the sample thickness. 
As the applied field Ha penetrates the sample up to a length λ, the associated energy gain is 
 . . Now the vortex formation is favourable if . < . . But, 
Ha must always be less than Hc. So, the vortices are formed only when λ > ξ. In such materials, 
energy associated with superconducting-normal phase boundary is negative and thus the 
creation of vortices is energetically favorable. Finer calculations showed that,  
κ = λ/ξ < 0.71, (the surface energy of normal region - superconductor is positive), Type-I. 
κ = λ/ξ > 0.71, (the surface energy of normal region - superconductor is positive), Type-II. 

 Microscopic theory: 
In 1950, Frolich9 stated a possibility of formation of bound state of two electrons which was 
thought to be responsible for superconductivity. Considering only the coulomb interaction 
between two electrons which is repulsive in nature, one cannot argue the origin of such a bound 
state. We need to take into account the lattice made up of the positive ions of the material to 
explain the net attraction between two electrons. When an electron passes through the material 
it tends to attract these positive ion cores deforming the underlying lattice. These cores being 
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heavier than electrons cannot relax back to their original position immediately and in the 
process attract the next moving electron. Thus, two electrons feel a net attraction between them 
via this electron-lattice interaction. The characteristic vibrational frequency of the lattice, 
which is the phonon frequency, thus has an important role in superconductivity. 
1.2.1 BCS Theory: 
In 1956, Cooper10 showed that two electrons of equal and opposite momenta and spin at Fermi 
sea at T=0, can form a bound state if the interaction between them is attractive irrespective of 
how weak the attraction is. Such a bound pair is called Cooper pair. He considered a two 
particle wave function for such a state, considering that these two electrons do not interact with 
the rest of the Fermi sea.  A momentum independent attractive potential -V is taken for 
simplicity. By solving the Schrodinger’s equation he showed that the eigenvalues for this state 
is given as, 
 ≈ 2 − 2ђ ( )  (1.4) 

Here, N(0) is the density of states at Fermi sea for the electrons of one kind of spin,  is Fermi 
energy and ђ is of the order of Debye frequency of the material. Equation (1.4) shows that 
even if V is very small, the eigenvalues are negative w.r.t to Fermi energy forming bound states 
of electrons with kinetic energy > . Here, it is assumed that the coupling between electron 
and lattice is small, i.e, N(0)V << 1. 
Cooper’s approach had to be extended as he dealt with only one pair of electrons. But, dealing 
with a state with many Cooper pairs was not an easy task. In 1957, Bardeen, Cooper and 
Schrieffer expressed the ground state of superconductor in a novel way2,3,4, as, 
 |Ѱ = ( + ↑∗ ↓∗ )|

,….
 (1.5) 

where,  |  is a vacuum state. ↑∗  is the creation operator that creates an electron of momentum 
k with spin ↑ and ↑ annihilates the same. | | gives the probability of finding a bound pair 
of electrons with momentum |k| and (| | + | | ) = 1. The BCS calculation was carried out 
considering a grand canonical ensemble of particles where not the total number of particles, N, 
but the average number of particles,  was taken to be fixed. For large N limit, the fractional 
uncertainty in N becomes, 
 = 〈( − ) 〉 / ≈ 10  (1.6) 
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which justifies the choice of ensemble. 
The pairing Hamiltonian is, 
 =  + ↑∗ ↓∗ ↓ ↑ (1.7) 

Here, = ∗  is known as the particle number operator with momentum k and spin . 
The single particle energy w.r.t chemical potential  is given as, = − . A new quantity 

, called excitation energy is defined as, = (∆ + ) / , where Δ, the energy gap or 
minimum energy required for excitation is taken to be k independent. Following Cooper’s 
approach, BCS theory also considers,  
 = −  for | |  | | ≤ ђ  

= 0 otherwise (1.8) 
In original BCS formulation, variational method was used. By setting Ѱ − Ѱ =
0 one can get  and  and hence |Ѱ . This ground state yields an energy difference of 

(0)∆  between superconducting and normal state and is known as the condensation energy 
of the material. 
One can obtain the same results by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian (eq. 1.7) with the modified 
operators, expressed as, 
 ↑ = ∗ + ∗  

↓∗ = − ∗ + ∗  (1.9) 
The  operators are called Bogoliubons which are operators for quasi-particle (broken cooper 
pairs) excitations. 
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Figure 1.4 The normalized superconducting gap ∆( )/∆(0) variation with /  according to BCS theory is 
shown in panel (a). For a BCS superconductor, ∆( ) = 1.764. Panel (b) shows the density of states of a 
normal metal and a superconductor. 
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At T=0, BCS theory gives ∆≈ 2ђ / ( )  for the weak-coupling limit and the temperature 
variation of ∆ can be obtained numerically (Figure 1.4 (a)) using,  
 1

(0) = ℎ 12 ( + ∆ ) /

( + ∆ ) /
ђ

 (1.10) 

The density of states for a superconductor (Figure 1.4 (b)) is given as, 
 ( ) = = ( − ∆ ) /           ( > ∆) (1.11) 

                                                                   = 0                              ( < ∆) 
Here, density of states , in normal state is taken to be constant within the small energy 
window  around Fermi level.  
1.2.2 Superconductor-normal metal Tunneling: 

Tunneling is a quantum mechanical phenomenon that gives a non-zero transmission probability 
of a particle through a potential barrier which is forbidden classically. The electron tunneling 
between a superconductor and normal metal reveals the density of states of the superconductor. 
A normal metal and a superconductor are brought very close to each other but maintaining a 
thin insuating barrier between them. In absence of any externally applied voltage, the fermi 
levels of the normal metal and superconductor align themselselves at the same energy 
following thermodynamic law to make a single chemical potential for the combined system. 
As, superconductor has a single-particle energy gap of ∆ across fermi level, same energy 
tunneling from normal metal to superconductor is prohibited (Figure 1.5 (a)). Thus, in absence 

 n
s

(a) (b) 

eV 

Figure 1.5 The density of states (DOS) of a normal metal and a superconductor in tunneling regime is shown in panel (a). It shows the case for no external bias at T=0.The striped portion denotes the filled states while the empty states are denoted by white region. Vertical axis is the energy axis and DOS varies horizontally. Tunneling in this condition is forbidden due to single particle energy gap Δ in the superconductor. In panel (b), situation is shown for a bias slightly greater than Δ. The arrow shows the states for which tunneling is possible. 
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of external bias, we donot get any steady state tunneling current. Figure 1.5 (b), shows the 
scenario when a bias of V is applied on the superconductor. Tunneling is possible only if >
∆. Thus, by observing the tunneling current with applied bias, one can determine the 
superconducting energy gap. 
The tunneling current from normal to superconducting side takes the form4, 
 = . | | (0) ( )[ ( ) − ( + )]  (1.12) 

where,   is tunneling matrix element and f is the fermi-dirac distribution.  
The tunneling conductance then becomes, 
 
 = ∝ ( )[− ( + )

( ) ]  (1.13) 
                                                                 ∝ ( | |)           for T=0 

 Ginzburg-Landau Theory: 
Landau proposed a general theory for second order phase transitions in which an order 
parameter was assigned to the ordered phase and the free energy of the system was expressed 
as a series expansion of this order parameter. This expansion is valid very near to the transition 
where the order parameter is small. In 1950, Ginzburg and Landau extended this theory to the 
case of superconductors. Even before the microscopic theory was developed, Ginzburg and 
Landau (GL) theory successfully described many aspects of superconductivity near Tc11. The 
complex wave function Ѱ = |Ѱ| for the macroscopic superconducting state was identified 
as the order parameter. Here, Ѱ is a function of position which is required to deal with the 
spatial in-homogeneities, ignored within BCS theory. The free energy density is then expressed 
as, 
 ( ) = + |Ѱ| + 2 |Ѱ| + 1

2 ∗ |(ђ ∇ − ∗ )Ѱ| + 1
2  (1.14) 

The coefficients  and  are temperature dependent and it was assumed that they can be 
expanded in powers of (T-Tc). The form of these coefficients were kept the same as Landau 
theory and they are,  
 ( ) = − ( − ) and ( ) =  (1.15) 

where,  and  are positive constants. 
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Within GL theory, penetration depth  is expressed as, 
 =  ∗

|Ѱ| ∗  (1.16) 
 This is consistent with the London’s penetration depth if we identify, |Ѱ| = ∗ =  and ∗ =
2  and ∗ = 2 . This identification becomes obvious keeping in mind the cooper pairs 
predicted in the microscopic theory. 
In absence of gradient term and the field term, minimization of eq (1.14) yields,|Ѱ| ≡ ∗ =

( ).  
In zero magnetic field, this theory shows that a small disturbance in Ѱ will die in space 
exponentially over a length scale of  = ( ђ

∗| ( )|) . .  

This  is different from Pippard’s coherence length, ξ but becomes approximately same as ξ 
for pure superconductor at T<<Tc.  
The critical field within this theory, = ( ) . 

 Bardeen-Stephen Model: 
When the applied external magnetic field is between Hc1 and Hc2, i.e, the superconductor is in 
mixed state, the field penetrates the sample in regular hexagonal pattern as proposed by 
Abrikosov. If a current is sent through the superconductor with current density , each vortex 
feels a force of =  ×  per unit length. In absence of any pinning, the vortices can be 
moved within the superconductor in the transverse direction of external current owing to this 
force. The hindrance in motion of the vortices is caused only by viscous damping and one can 
write, 
 × =  (1.17) 

And the dissipation per unit length is given by , where η is the viscous drag coefficient and 
is the flux line velocity of vortices. 

But, to find more details about the dissipation, Bardeen and Stephen first came up with a 
theory12 considering a very simple model for the vortices. It was assumed that the vortices have 
full normal cores of radius ξ and outside the core, the material is superconducting. They also 
considered that the super current distribution does not get modified by vortex motion. 
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Using London’s equation outside the vortex core, taking flux flow in x direction and 
maintaining the continuity of field across boundary of the vortex, one gets a uniform electric 
field inside the vortex, expressed as, 
 = 2  (1.18) 

And thus the dissipated energy/length can be estimated by using the formula  and 
eq.(1.18). One finds that the normal current density inside core is same as the applied current 
density and thus the dissipation is caused as the applied current flows through the normal core 
of the moving vortices. Bardeen and Stephen argued that outside the core in the transition 
region, normal current causes same amount of dissipation as within the core. Also, this model 
considers the electron and vortex diffusion constant to be similar treating the resistance to the 
normal electron flow in 3d and the opposition following Faraday’s law against the vortex line 
motion in the same way. 

 Deviation from BCS behavior: 
Within BCS theory, the phase part of wave function is treated as constant and it does not take 
into account the role of phase fluctuation on superconducting transition. But, there can be at 
least two scenario where phase fluctuation governs the transition.    
1.5.1 Low- dimensional systems: 
1.5.1.1 In 1-dimensional wires: 
We consider a superconducting filament in one – dimension i.e, with thickness and width << 
ξ. Now, in presence of a constant voltage V across the filament, according to Josephson relation, 
we get, 
 (∆ ) = 2

ђ  (1.19) 

Figure 1.6 Resistance vs. Temperature for tin filaments with varying width. As the width goes below 70 nm, the sharp drop of resistance to zero is not seen. Instead a tail is developed at low temperature. The solid line is theoretical prediction for thermally activated phase slip (near transition) and quantum phase slip at lower temperature. (taken from Phys. Rev. B 71, 104521 (2005)). 
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Here, ∆  is the phase difference between the superconducting wave functions at two ends of 
the wire. To maintain a steady state, there are regions of length ξ, along the wires, within which 
momentary phase slips of 2  occurs, decoupling the phase at the two ends of the wire. In 
absence of externally sent current, phase slips of  2  and -2   are equally probable making 
mean phase slip zero. But, when current flows through the wire, the energy barrier for the slips 
in both direction does not remain equal13.  The mean phase slip rate then yields a voltage across 
the wire given by, 
 = ђΩ ∆ / ℎ ℎ

4  (1.20) 
where, Ω is a temperature dependent pre-factor. 
Using eq. (1.20) we get for very small currents, 
 R =  ђ Ω

2 ∆ /  (1.21) 
where, ∆  is the energy cost to twist the phase over length of ξ along the wire. 
Figure 1.6 shows the resistance variation of the filaments of tin of varying width14. 
1.5.1.2 Phase transition in 2d XY model: 
Let us consider a system of spins with continuous symmetry in 2d where each spin is denoted 
by = | |  . Here, |S| gives the magnitude of the spin and  specifies the orientation of 
that spin w.r.t the axis shown in Figure 1.7. The Hamiltonian for the model is, 
 
 
 
 
 

= − .
〈 , 〉

 

= − | | ∑ ( − )〈 , 〉                                                 
 

(1.22) 

In continuum limit, eq. (1.22) takes the form,  
 =  | |

2 (∇ ( ))  (1.23) 
 
   

The correlation function for the fluctuation, 
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 G(r) = 〈( − 〈 〉). ( − 〈 〉)〉 (1.24) 
According to Mermin and Wagner15, systems with continuous symmetry in dimension ≤ 2 
does not have long range order at finite temperature. At, any finite temperature, the small 
energy excitations destroy long range order, making, 
 G(r → ∞) = 0 (1.25) 

But, Stanley and Kaplan claimed the existence of phase transition in 2d spin systems where 
they found the susceptibility to be infinite.  
In 2d XY model the correlation function takes the form, 
 G(r) = | | ( )    (1.26) 

This power law decay of correlation function establishes quasi-long range order and for finite 
system size, the order remains nonzero due to this slower decay of G(r). But, here the exponent 
is temperature dependent.  
The susceptibility is given by, 
 ∝  ( ) = ∞                          ≤ 4 /   

                       > 4 /                 (1.27) 
Though the diverging susceptibility indicates phase transition but its infinite value at all 
temperatures below 4 /    is not physical. So, only the concept of spin wave excitation is 
not sufficient to describe the phase transition in this system. 
Now, we introduce topological defects or vortices within XY-model. These are the points 
around which if we complete a closed loop, to make the order parameter single valued, we get, 
 ∮ = 2           = 0, ±1, ±2 … (1.28) 

The energy of such a single vortex or topological defect using eq. (1.23) is, 
 = 2

1 2  
= ln ( / ) 

(1.29) 

where, we have taken a ×   spin 1 system with lattice spacing of . 
The entropy related to the creation of a single vortex, = ln =  2 ln ( / ). So, 
the free energy associated to the creation of a free vortex is, 
 =  − = ( − 2 )ln ( / ) (1.30) 
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 So, there is a temperature, = ,  below which  is positive and single vortex creation 
is not favorable. But, above , negative value of  indicates that the system is susceptible 
to free vortex generation. Proliferation of such defects through the system destroys all the order 
of the system by phase fluctuation and the correlation function decays exponentially with space 
co-ordinate. 
Such quasi-long range order to disorder transition in 2d system with continuous symmetry is 
called Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition16.  
The Renormalization-group (RG) equations for the BKT transition are, 
 = −  

= (2 − )  
(1.31) 

The solution of these equations give the long distance behavior of the dimensionless quantities 
 and vortex fugacity, . These two quantities are defined as, 

 =   and = 2  , =  (1.32) 
where,  is the vortex core energy. 

Figure 1.7 A system of spins in XY plane is shown in panel (a). The spins can make any angle 
between 0 and 2 w.r.t  x axis. Panel (b) shows topological defects within the field of view. 
Along a closed loop around + (-), the spin orientation changes by an angle of 2 
 

Figure 1.8 Image is taken from PRL 52, 1325 (1984) where from the temperature corresponding to the change in period of the torsional oscillator, BKT transition temperature was extracted. Figure shows BKT transition for superfluid He films with different layer thickness. The solid line is the prediction for the BKT transition. (This work was funded by National Science Foundation.) 
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According to equations (1.31), for ≥ 2, at large distances  flows to zero. So, free vortex 
excitation is not expected and  takes a finite value. But, for < 2,  tends to diverge 
indicating the free vortex creation and proliferation through the system.  is zero for this  
range. So,  is given by the temperature at which ( → ∞) = 2. Below this temperature  
is finite and at this temperature discontinuously drops to zero.  
1.5.1.3 Connection between 2d XY model and superfluid:                                            
The superfluid wave function is |Ѱ|  and the superfluid velocity is given by, ≈ ђ ∇ . 
So, the corresponding Hamiltonian takes the form, 
 = 1

2 = ђ
8 (∇ ))  

 
(1.33) 

This equation can be mapped to the eq.(1.23) where the energy required for twisting the phase 
part, called superfluid stiffness, is expressed as, 
 =  ђ

4  (1.34) 
 is the superfluid density in 2d. 

Now, at T= , 
 ( ) = 2 (1.35) 

So, here the the transition temperature is determined by ( ) and since for different films 
with different ( ) and , their ratio remains constant, we call it a universal class of 
transition.  
Figure 1.8 shows BKT transition for Helium films with varying thicknesses. The transition point 
for all the films lie on the same straight line17. 
1.5.2 Phase fluctuation in 3-dimension: 
Let us consider a system consisting of superconducting regions with linear dimension of the 
order of ξ which are coupled to each other establishing a global superconducting state. The 
phase associated to the wave function of such a region is  and the corresponding conjugate 
variable is the number of particles, 18. The degree of accuracy to which these two variables 
can be determined are governed by the uncertainty relation, 
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 ∆ ∆ ≳ 1 (1.35) 
Now, the fluctuation in  between neighbouring regions causes charge pile-up at some places 
in superconductors. But in a clean conventional 3d superconductor, this can easily be 
compensated as the screening of electrostatic potential is very efficient. ∆  can even be ~10  
making the fluctuation in phase insignificant4. As, the disorder level in a superconductor 
increases, the charge screening becomes poorer (also true in lower dimensional systems). As a 
result, the fluctuation in number of particles does not remain energetically preferable and the 
superconductor relaxes its phase. This is known as the quantum phase fluctuation which is 
capable of destroying superconductivity even at T=0 if the disorder is sufficiently high. 
The energy required to twist the phase between two neighbouring patches is called the 
superfluid stiffness, . The energy scale for thermal or classical phase fluctuation in clean 
conventional 3d superconductor is irrelevant as  is orders of magnitude larger than Δ. For 
example, Pb has a Tc of 7K while  corresponds to ~10 K 19. As one introduces disorder in the 
system, super electron density ns gets reduced significantly due to scattering. Now,  scales as 
ns and thus with increasing disorder  starts to decrease too. If the non-magnetic disorder is 
raised above a certain value,  can even be less than Δ making the thermal phase fluctuation a 

relevant event. Even in three dimensional cases then, global superconductivity disappears due 
to phase disordering19 while Cooper pairs still survive at that temperature. This gives rise to a 
state called pseudogap state20. 
The experimental evidence of appearance of pseudogap state with increasing disorder for NbN 
samples are shown in Figure 1.9. The sample with the higher Tc is very less disordered and 

Gsub(V) Gsub(V) 

(b) (d) 

Figure 1.9 Panel (a) and (c) contain tunneling conductance as a function of applied bias and temperature for two 3d NbN samples with very weak and strong disorder level respectively. Resistance vs. temperature plot for respective samples are shown in panel (b) and (d). The vertical dashed line marks the bulk Tc. For the less disordered sample, superconducting gap vanishes at Tc as expected within BCS theory. For the highly disordered case, phase fluctuation destroys superconducting state though the superconducting gap remains finite. (taken from Phys. Rev. B. 85, 014508 (2012). ) 
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follows the BCS trend while the other sample which has a lower Tc due to presence of strong 
disorder exhibits pseudogap state. 
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2 Chapter 2: Instrument and measurement details 
 
In this chapter, I shall give an overview of the different instruments I have used for my work 
and related experimental details.  

 Sample Preparation: 
Sputtering1,2,3,4,5 and Pulsed laser deposition6,7 are two popular thin film deposition techniques. 
My work involves experimental investigation on thin films of NbN and Mo70Ge30. We have 
explored both DC magnetron sputtering and pulsed laser deposition technique in our lab for 
the preparation of these films.  
NbN is a s-wave superconductor with a Tc of 15.8 K in the clean limit. By changing the 
deposition condition, one can create structural disorder i.e, Nb vacancies in the system which 
reduces its Tc.  
Similarly, for Mo70Ge30 which is an amorphous superconductor with a Tc of ~ 7K, we play 
with the deposition time to grow films of varying thicknesses. 
2.1.1 DC Magnetron Sputtering: 
In 1970, Peter J. Clarke developed the first ‘sputter gun’ which enabled people to deposit thin 
films of material very accurately at the atomic level using a stream of plasma. The first step of 
sputtering is to energize the electrons and ions to a much higher energy than thermal energy, 
generating the plasma. Then these highly energetic particles collide with a ‘target’, made of the 
material to be deposited and ejects out the target material during this collision. The target is 
maintained at negative potential to accelerate the positively charged ions of the plasma towards 
the target. The atoms from the target are knocked out following a cosine angular distribution 
and then gets condensed on the substrate, placed in front of it, in an inert gas (mostly Ar gas) 
environment. This vapour deposition process allows very efficient atomic level growth of pure 
material which is difficult by thermal melting process occurring at much lesser energy. Direct 
power supply is generally used to create the flow of plasma when the target material is 
conducting. In magnetron sputtering, the magnetic field lines in addition, increases the 
efficiency of the sputtering by trapping the ions near the target. This enhances effective 
ionization and hence the target atom ejection, making it possible to carry out the deposition at 
much lower pressure. Also the deposition rate increases without giving much time to the 
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material to be deposited, to remain in contact with any impurity and also the trapped ions near 
target get lesser chance to damage the film. 
Our sputtering system (Figure 2.1 (b)) was manufactured by Excel instruments8. For deposition 
of NbN, we use a two-inch Nb target with 99.999% purity manufactured by Kurt-Leskar9. We 
use MgO single crystal with (100) orientation as substrate. The substrate is cut in proper 
dimension using diamond cutter and then cleaned with tri-chloroethylene (TCE) by ultra-
sonication and vapour cleaning. We attach the substrate on the holder with high temperature 
Ag paste and the holder is then loaded inside the chamber from top side and placed facing the 
target. This sample holder is connected to a heater and also to a thermocouple to monitor the 
substrate temperature. During deposition, we maintain the substrate at 600º C to ensure 
epitaxial growth of the film. Beside the actual substrate, we place another test substrate with a 
SS-mask on it which enables us later to measure the thickness of each sample. To start with, 
we evacuate the chamber to a base pressure of 4 × 10 mbar using a turbo and rotary pump 
and then before the deposition, fill the chamber with a mixture of Ar and N2 gas maintaining 
proper partial pressure ratio. The partial pressure of these gases is controlled by two mass flow 
controllers. High DC voltage from Aplab High voltage power supply is applied between the 

target and substrate keeping the sputtering power between 30W-230W (depending on the Tc 
required) in order to generate the plasma. Small circular magnets are kept behind the target to 
trap the ions in the vicinity of the target. The deposition usually takes place at Ar/N2 pressure 
of 5 × 10 mbar. Ejected Nb atoms while travelling towards MgO react with the nitrogen in 
the chamber and form NbN which then condense on MgO forming epitaxial film of NbN. 

+ 

Ar Ar 

N2 
N2 

+ 
+ + 

+ 
+ N2 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

N S N 
Figure 2.1 The schematic of dc magnetron sputtering process in shown in panel (a). The target is at negative potential, below which the magnets are placed. Large fraction of the bombarding ions get trapped in the vicinity of the target. Red circles are electrons and yellow circles are the atoms of the material to be deposited. Substrate is at positive bias. Panel (b) shows our sputtering chamber and in panel (c) a SS-mask is shown. 
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Thickness for each deposition is measured using an Ambios XP2 Stylus profilometer. 
Measurement is carried out on the steps of the patterned (made using SS mask) sample at 
various positions and finally the averaged value is taken. This profilometer has a resolution of 
10 nm. Thus, at first we deposit films with different thicknesses (> 10 nm) by varying the 
deposition time to generate a thickness vs. deposition time plot and then extrapolate this curve 
in order to find out the deposition time for a film with thickness < 10 nm.  
2.1.2 Pulsed Laser deposition: 
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a very useful vapour deposition technique for growth of 
multilayer systems and systems with complex stoichiometric ratio. Here, a focused high energy 
laser beam falls on a target and ejects out target atoms which are highly oriented along the 
normal direction w.r.t the target surface and condense on the substrate placed in front of it 
(Figure 2.2). During the pulses, the very high nucleation density on the substrate surface 
increases the smoothness of the deposited film compared to the sputtering process.  
 

In our lab, we use PLD technique to deposit thin films of NbN, MoGe employing an excimer 
KrF laser (wavelength ~ 248nm). For epitaxial growth of NbN films, single-crystalline MgO 
(100) is used as substrate at 600º C. Pure Nb is used as target which is ablated in N2 
environment at around 40 mtorr. Deposition is done with laser energy density of 200 mJ/mm2 
and at repetition rate of 10 Hz. 
For Mo70Ge30 deposition, we use a target of this same stoichiometry which is ablated in vacuum 
at a pressure of 1-2 × 10 mbar. We use silicon substrate which is kept at room temperature 
while deposition. Typical energy density is 200 -240 mJ/mm2 and repetition rate is 10 Hz. 

(a) (b) 

Substrate 

Target 

Rotating stage 

Plume 

Laser beam 

Deposition Chamber 
Figure 2.2 Schematic of PLD chamber is displayed in panel (a). Highly focused laser beam falls on the rotating target at an angle and plume/ ejected material comes out in a direction perpendicular to the target and sits on the substrate placed before it. Panel (b) displays the actual set-up showing the plume while deposition. 
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 Low frequency electrodynamic measurement: 
2.2.1 Instrumental details: 
It’s been long since several groups have employed the two-coil mutual inductance technique 
to extract the penetration depth (λ) or conductance ( ) of superconducting films10,11,12. This is 
a very effective contactless technique to measure one of the fundamental superconducting 
parameters, λ. In early experiments, people used to put the two coils either on same side or on 
opposite sides of the SC film depending on the applications and used to measure the change in 
λ(T) w.r.t some reference λ. Then using a fitting function of (λ(T)-λref) vs. , one used to extract 
λ(0). Later on, Turneaure et. al.13,14 proposed a novel way in which without assuming any 

functional form of λ, one can obtain the absolute value of λ at different temperatures.  
In our lab, we use a home-built two-coil mutual inductance set-up15 where the sample is 
sandwiched between the two coils. A schematic diagram of our coils and the actual set-up are 
shown in Figure 2.3. We send an alternating current with peak value of ~ 0.5 mA at 10-90 kHz 
through the primary coil which generates a peak magnetic field of 3.5 mOe. The primary coil 
here is a quadruplolar coil which has 14 turns in one direction and 14 in opposite direction. 
This configuration is used to ensure that the magnetic field remains confined mainly along the 
coil axis and decays quickly towards the outer edge of the film. This is favourable than the 
dipolar geometry because in quadrupolar geometry, the magnetic field decays more rapidly 
with distance from the coil axis. The secondary coil is a dipolar coil which has four layers and 
each layer has 30 turns. Table 2.1 mentions the other geometric details of the two coil set-up. 

Figure 2.3  Panel (a) shows the schematic of the two coils wound on bobbins made of Teflon (yellow part). Upper coil is primary coil with half the turns in one direction and the other half in opposite direction. The film (blue) with thickness d faces the secondary. Secondary coil is dipolar with 4 layers (All layers are not shown). Different dimensions indicated in the figure are mentioned in table 2.1. Panel (b) is the actual image of our set-up with the film placed in between the coils. The whole assembly is placed inside a Macor housing (white). 
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To wind the coils, we have used bobbins made of Teflon and the whole assembly is placed 
inside a Macor housing. 

Table 2.1 

 
2.2.2 Measurement details: 
In the superconducting state, the sample with thickness less than λ partially shields the 
magnetic field produced by the primary coil. The degree of shielding changes as λ varies with 
temperature. While putting the sample, the film side is made to face towards the secondary coil 
and both the coils are positioned carefully so that they remain coaxial with the film centred 
about the axis. Our film is deposited in form of a circle of diameter of 8 mm on MgO. We 
record the temperature variation of the coupling between primary and secondary coils i.e, the 
mutual inductance of the coils as a function of temperature. The complex pick-up voltage at 
the secondary coil gives the mutual inductance following, 
 =  (2.1) 
   

where, alternating current of amplitude I is sent at frequency, = .  
During measurement, the phase angle of  is set to 0º above Tc assuming that in this 
temperature range mutual inductance is purely inductive. We also measure mutual inductance 
of the coils, with a lead disc in between having same diameter as the film and same thickness 
as the substrate at a temperature (~ 4.2 K) much below its Tc. This gives the mutual inductance 
in the limit → 0 and we subtract it from  to remove all the stray coupling between the 
coils. Next, the subtracted value is normalized w.r.t the value measured above Tc, where the 
film has negligible contribution, in order to eliminate the uncertainty associated with the 
electronic circuit and the coil geometry. Thus, now we have, 
 ( ) = ( ) − ( → 0)

( → ∞)  (2.2) 

Primary coil Secondary coil 
hd Ld dhd rd 

0.4 mm 2mm 51 m 1mm 
 

hp Lp dhp rp 
0.4 mm 2mm 51 m 1mm 
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Figure 2.4 shows the schematic of the circuit used for our measurement. 

 
2.2.3 Analysis: 
According to London’s equation, the current density in the film is given by, 
 ( ) = − ( ) (2.3) 

The vector potential due to drive current as well as the current induced in the film can be written 
self-consistently as, 
 ( ) = ( ) + 4

( )
| − |  (2.4) 

 Using eq. (2.3), now eq. (2.4) can be rearranged as, 
 ( ) = − ( ) − 4

( )
| − |  (2.5) 

For further analysis we choose cylindrical coordinate system considering the symmetry of our 
set-up. First, instead of doing the z-integral, above equation is multiplied by the effective film 
thickness13, =  tanh ( / ). Next, the ϕ integral is done and we get, 
 ( ) = − ( ) − 2 ′ ( ) (2.6) 

Voltage to Current Converter 
V 

TTL OUT I=V/1000 

Ref In 
10  

Lock-in I 

Lock-in II 

Dipolar Pick-up 
coil 

Thin film 

Quadrupolar 
drive coil 

Figure 2.4 Schematic of the electronic circuit for the two-coil mutual inductance measurement. Lock-in I sends voltage 
V to the V-I converter at kHz frequency and measures the voltage drop across the 10  resistance, connected in series 
to the primary coil, to estimate the current in the coil. Lock-in II, locked at the same frequency, measures the pick-up voltage of the secondary coil. 
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× ( + )[ 1 − 2 ( ) − ( )] 
where,  ( ) and ( ) are complete elliptic integrals with the arguments defined as, =
( ) . 
In order to do the  integral, the circular film is divided in N no. of concentric annular rings. 
The integral eq. (2.6) is then converted to a matrix equation as, 
 , ( ) = − , ( ) − 2 ∆ +

,  

× [ 1 − 2 ( ) − ( )] 
(2.7) 

where,  is radius of i-th annular ring. Now, eq. (2.7) can be viewed as, = , where,  
 = + 1

2
+ × [ 1 − 2 ( ) − ( )] 

= ,  

= ,  

(2.8) 

 
Here, R is the radius of the film, the width of i-th annular ring is / . This matrix equation 
is then solved numerically to obtain current density in each annular cell of the film.  Now, by 
knowing the current in drive coil and induced current density in the film one can obtain the 
vector potential16 at j-th pick-up loop, . Thus, the total mutual inductance, 
 

=  2  (2.9) 

  is the no. of loops in pick-up coil and  is the radius of j-th loop of pick-up coil. 
We generate two 100 × 100 matrices. One matrix contains complex penetration depth,  
where, real and imaginary parts are varied along the rows and columns respectively and the 
second matrix contains calculated complex mutual inductance, = ( ) ( → , )

( → , )  
, corresponding to each set of {Re ( ), Im ( )}. 
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Next, we find out the closest value of  at a temperature in the  table and the 
corresponding  from the other table gives the value of complex penetration depth at that 
temperature. 

 High frequency electrodynamic measurement: 
Conductivity measurement at microwave frequencies was very popularly carried out using 
resonant-cavity technique17,18,19 which is a highly sensitive and stable technique. But, this 
method can give us information only at some discrete frequencies and it was not possible to 

obtain information as a continuous function of frequency. Broadband microwave spectroscopy 
serves as the complimentary technique to this resonance-based method which enables us to 
measure electrodynamic response at frequencies ranging from MHz to GHz. 

Temperature 
Controller 

Vector Network 
Analyser 

Source meter for dc 
resistance measurement 

SS coaxial cable 

Microwave probe 
Cryostat 

Figure 2.5 A schematic of the broadband microwave measurement set-up is shown. The vector network analyser (VNA) sends microwave signal through the commercial microwave cable and the SS-coaxial cable and measures the complex reflection coefficient. Temperature is monitored using the Lakeshore controller and simultaneous dc resistance measurement is done using the source meter and VNA. 
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2.3.1 Instrument and measurement details: 
Our lab has a home-built set-up for broadband microwave spectroscopy following J. C. 
Booth20. We use a vector network analyser (VNA) from ‘Rhode and Schwarz’21 which can 
send microwave signal within the range of 10 MHz to 20 GHz and measure the complex 
reflection coefficient. The VNA is provided with a flexible microwave cable with characteristic 
impedance of 50 For low temperature measurements, we further add a 50 cm long 0.181" 
SS- coaxial cable to this commercially available microwave cable by SMA connector. Figure 
2.5 shows our experimental arrangement. The sample sits at the lower end of the SS-coaxial 
cable as a terminator and reflects back the microwave signal towards the VNA. The lower end 
of this SS coaxial cable, which is attached to the microwave probe, is zoomed in Figure 2.6.  

 
The microwave probe contains a female SMA connector and at the center of this connector a 
spring loaded Kita22 pin is inserted which is made of beryllium-copper. This arrangement 
ensures good electrical contact even at low temperature which takes care of the thermal 
contraction of the cable and connector assembly. The sample sits on a Teflon base whose height 
can be adjusted by spring and screw arrangements from below. The housing is made of gold 
plated Cu.  
The sample dimension is kept to be roughly 5 mm × 5 mm in order to fit it within the probe. 
On the thin film, we deposit Ag of thickness of ~ 200 nm in Corbino geometry20,23 for better 
electrical contact with the SMA connector and center pin. This Ag contact pad is made by 

(a) (b) 

a1 a2 

Corbino shaped 
sample 

Ag contact pads 
Center pin 

Teflon 
sample 
holder 

Screw to adjust 
sample stage 

Sample with corbino 
geometry 

Center pin 
Outer Conductor 

Figure 2.6 The microwave probe is shown in panel (a). It is attached to the lower end of the coaxial cable and sits within a Au-plated Cu housing. At the center of SMA connector, a spring loaded pin is attached for good electrical contact with sample. Sample sits on the Teflon base (white piece). In panel (b), a schematic of sample after contact pad deposition is shown. The geometry is known as Corbino geometry. 
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thermal evaporation of Ag using an annular mask of inner and outer diameter of 1.5 mm and 4 
mm respectively. This Corbino geometry makes the self-field, generated by the current flowing 
through the film, parallel to the surface of the film everywhere and one can neglect the edge 
effects. Temperature is monitored by the Lakeshore controller. At each temperature, the 
frequency is swept spanning the whole available range and corresponding complex reflection 
coefficient is measured by VNA. Then, the 2-probe dc electrical resistance is measured at the 
same temperature with the Keithley sourcemeter using the bias port present at the back side of 
VNA. 
If,  is the measured complex reflection coefficient, then sample impedance,  follows 
as, 
 = (1 + )

(1 − ) (2.10) 
Here,  is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line which is 50  in our case. 
Now, the complex conductivity,  is obtained as, 
 =  ln ( / )

2  (2.11) 
where,  and  are outer and inner radius of the sample and  is the film thickness. 
One can then find out  using the relation,  
 1 =  (2.12) 

2.3.2 Error correction: 
In microwave measurement, the attenuation of signal along transmission cable, unwanted 
reflection from improper joints affect the measured reflection coefficient to a large extent. 
These systemic errors become more prominent with lowering temperature and increasing 
frequency. This makes it essential to calibrate the probe, find the error terms and extract the 
sample contribution only. By calibration we set a reference plane which is here the plane of the 
corbino probe and every contribution that comes from the other side of this plane is considered 
to be sample contribution. The aim is to make the contact resistance between the corbino probe 
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and sample minimum as experimentally this contact resistance cannot be separated from 
sample impedance. 

There are mainly three kind of errors which is expressed by a model23, shown in Figure 2.7. The 
error due to reflected signal from improper soldering or joints is called Directivity, . Error 
due to damping of signal along the coaxial cable, is known as Reflection tracking, .  When 
reflected signal from sample gets again reflected from improper junctions and gets added to 
the incoming signal, the corresponding error is called, Source mismatch, . In order to get rid 
of these error contributions, we perform careful calibration with three known standards. The 
three calibration standards are short standard, open standard and load standard. For a short 
terminator, reflection coefficient is -1, for an open terminator it is 1 and for load, the value 
depends on its impedance following eq. (2.10). 
There are commercially available calibrators for room temperature24 but not at low 
temperatures. Thus, we need to employ a different way for low-temperature calibration 20, 25, 26.  

1. Short standard: A thick Al/ Au film can be used as short. The superconducting spectra 
of an ordered thick superconductor at a temperature far below Tc also acts as a short 
standard. 

2. Open Standard: We leave the sample stage empty and the Teflon base of the sample-
stage with thickness of 1.5 mm acts as open standard. 

3. Load Standard: Metallic NiCr films serves as a reliable load standard. Its temperature 
independent resistivity over a large temperature range (few kelvin to room temperature) 
makes it an ideal candidate for load calibration. Our NiCr films were usually evaporated 
on Glass substrate and the resistance value lies between 20-30 . 

In our recent experiments, instead of this three choices we explored with a superconducting 
short standard and two load standards26. The spectra of the actual sample above Tc, at two 
different temperatures are used as loads. This enables us to measure two of the three calibrators 

ER 

ES ED 

Figure 2.7 An error model for the broadband microwave measurement.  shows the unwanted signal, reflected before reaching sample,  indicates damping along cable and  is the part of sample contribution that does not reach VNA.  
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in the same thermal cycle with the actual sample reducing the probable error associated with 
the different heating and cooling cycle of the set-up. 
The three error terms in terms of the three standards are given as26, 
 ( )

= ( − ) + ( − ) + ( − )
( − ) + ( − ) + ( − )  

( )
= ( − )( − )( − )( − )( − )( − )

[( − ) + ( − ) + ( − ) ]  

( ) = ( − ) + ( − ) + ( − )
( − ) + ( − ) + ( − )  

(2.13) 

Here, denotes the measured reflection coefficient and  denotes the actual reflection 
coefficient for i-th calibrator.  
Once the error terms are known as a function of frequency at different temperatures, the actual 
reflection coefficient,   can be found out27 at each frequency and temperature, using, 
 = −

[ + ( − )] (2.14) 
Then,  can be used in eq. (2.10), (2.11), (2.12) to obtain the electrodynamic property of 
the sample in this frequency domain. 

 Electrodynamic measurement at low temperatures: 
Both the low and high frequency electrodynamic measurements were carried out using a 
continuous flow 4He cryostat. There is a two-way transfer tube which has one end dipped in 
helium dewar and the other end opens in the sample space. Helium from the dewar reaches the 
sample space through the inner tube of the transfer tube and the flow is controlled by a needle 
valve. The pumping over helium from the sample space is carried out via the outer annular 
region of the transfer tube and we control this pumping using a flow meter. This system can go 
down to 2.2 K. 
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 Scanning tunneling Microscope: 
Scanning tunneling microscope (STM) which works on the principle of quantum mechanical 
tunneling is a very powerful tool for point probing and scanning at the atomic level28. A sharp 

metallic tip is brought very near (within few 
angstroms) to a conducting surface and a bias is 
applied between the two. We get a finite amount of 
current via tunneling depending on the separation 
between the tip and sample surface even when they 
are separated by an insulating (vacuum) barrier. This 
tunneling current decreases exponentially as the tip-
sample separation is increased which makes this tool 
very sensitive. 

We use STM in constant current mode (Figure 2.8) where a particular value of tunneling current 
is specified in the feedback loop and the tip is moved over the sample surface at a constant 
applied bias. Due to the surface height non-uniformity, the tunneling current tends to change 
itself. But, in order to maintain the specified value of current, feedback loop adjusts the tip 
height and from the tip height map, the topography of the sample can be obtained.  
Probing of local density of states is another important application of STM. We use a lock-in 
amplifier to measure the tunneling conductance which at very low temperature is proportional 
to the density of states (DOS) of the sample (eq. (1.13)). A small alternating voltage of 
frequency, =  is added to the dc STM bias V and the lock-in is locked at frequency  to 
measure a quantity proportional to  |V (eq. (2.15)) and hence the DOS of the sample. 
 ( + Sinωt ) ≈ ( ) +  Sinωt .  |V  (2.15) 

By sweeping the dc bias V, one can then obtain the full tunneling spectra. Also, the above 
mentioned technique is very useful to image the mixed state of a superconductor.  

I 

V 

Feedback 
circuit 

Figure 2.8 A bias V is applied between STM tip and sample. A feedback loop maintains a constant current while scanning the tip over sample. Piezo tube adjusts the tip height to maintain the same current 
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In Figure 2.9, tunneling spectra at two different spatial positions within a superconductor in 
mixed state are plotted. The black curve is the spectra deep within the superconducting region 
where we observe the single-particle gap and coherence peak and the red one is the spectra 
near the center of a vortex which shows a flat response owing to the normal vortex core. We 

set our dc bias at the voltage corresponding to coherence peak (indicated by arrows in the 
figure) and scan the tip over the sample to record the spatial conductance map. When the tip is 
within a vortex, we get low conductance value due to suppressed coherence peak and outside 
the core, it shows high value. Thus from the contrast, one can figure out the vortices very 
accurately. 
2.5.1 STM set-up: 
We have two home-built STM in our lab. One goes down to 2.4 K using liquid 4He and the 
other uses 3He to reach to a base temperature of 350 mK. Both the STM are fitted with 9 T 
magnet. For controlling the electronics, we use Nanonis and R9 SPM controller in 4He and 3He 
systems respectively. 
2.5.1.1 STM Head: 
In our STM, the head is a hollow cuboidal housing, made of Au plated oxygen-free high 
conductivity Copper. One side of the head is kept open for accessing the tip and positioning 
assembly. The upper flat part of the head is attached directly below the 1K pot (in 4He STM) 
or 3He pot (in 3He STM) using screws. Ge-varnish is applied in between the meeting surfaces 
for better thermal contact. The sample holder is inserted to the STM head from top with the 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.9 Panel (a) shows two spectra in the mixed state of a superconductor at two different spatial positions. One corresponds to superconducting region (black) and the other one to vortex core (red curve, a straight line fit to the experimental data). The black arrows indicate the coherence peak positions. While vortex imaging bias is kept at the voltage where we see the coherence peaks (average of absolute value of the two peak positions). A vortex image over 120 nm×120 nm area on a NbSe2 single crystal is shown in panel (b). Dark spots are the vortices while the white regions are superconducting. 
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sample facing downwards using a vertical manipulator and is engaged in a Au-plated Cu part. 
This Cu part is conically cut at 45º angle which matches with the sample holder design and is 
isolated from rest of the STM body with help of a Macor piece glued in between this Cu part 
and main body. Sample holder gets locked at two non-magnetic studs attached to this conical 
part and is also held tightly using two phosphor-bronze springs which ensures good mechanical 
stability and thermal contact. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The lower Cu base (Figure 2.10) is removable and is attached to the housing using screws. The 
positioning unit together with the tip holder assembly is tightly attached to this base plate with 
screws. The Coarse positioner is bought from Attocube and the coarse-approach of the tip is 
done by slip-stick motion by applying saw-tooth voltage pulse to positioner. Here, we can 
control only the z-motion of the tip.  The cylindrical piezo tube for fine positioning is bought 
from EBL29. The hollow tube contains a Au electrode at the inner wall for ground connection. 
The lower electrode present at the outer wall is for z-motion. The upper part of outer wall is 
divided in four quadrants. By applying voltages of proper magnitudes and polarity in these 
quadrants, we control the tip motion in x-y plane. We push the tip within the hole of a 
cylindrical Cu tip-holder which is held tight by friction and place this tip-holder on top the 
approach assembly. A copper can is put around the STM head which helps maintaining thermal 
stability at low temperature. 

Au plated Cu housing Upside down sample holder 
Tip 
Ground Shield 
Piezo tube of fine positioner 

Coarse positioner 
Cu base plate 

Figure 2.10 Schematic of our STM head 
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2.5.1.2 Sample Holder: 
 

 
 

 
The sample holder made of Molybdenum is shown in Figure 2.11 (a). This material is suitable 
for sample deposition at high temperature (600-800ºC). In STM measurement, the surface 
quality is very important and the thin films after deposition cannot be exposed in air. They are 
directly transferred to the STM by vertical and horizontal manipulators from the deposition 
chamber attached to the STM. We can also deposit the samples in chambers placed in different 
room and transfer to STM in an ambience of 10-10 torr using vacuum suitcase. As, our thin 
films are deposited on insulating MgO substrate, two-step deposition method is employed to 
ensure electrical contact of the sample to the holder to which bias voltage is applied. First, the 
conducting sample is deposited in form of strips at two sides of substrate (Figure 2.11 (b)) and 
then this is loaded in the holder again for actual sample deposition. The sample in form of a 
circle after deposition is shown in Figure 2.11 (b). The sample maintains the electrical contact 
with the cap through the earlier deposited conducting strips. 
For, measurement on single crystal, the same holder without the cap is used and the crystal is 
attached to holder using a conducting low-temperature Ag epoxy30. We cleave the crystal in 
vacuum before transferring in STM either by peeling off a layer using scotch-tape or break the 
upper portion to open up a fresh surface. 
The lower part of this holder is slanted at 45 º and has two cuts at diametrically opposite 
position which fit exactly on the studs of the STM head mentioned before (Sec 2.5.1.1). After 
locking the holder in these studs, we disengage the vertical manipulator from the holder. This 
holder has M4 threads on the sides and M6 threads at the bottom for attaching the horizontal 
and vertical manipulator respectively. 

(b) (a) Cap 

Cut for locking in 
STM-head studs 

Conducting 
strips 

Circular sample 
after deposition 

Figure 2.11 A molybdenum thin film holder with cap is shown in panel (a). Panel (b) displays the steps of thin film deposition. First, two conducting strips are deposited on MgO. Then, the actual sample is prepared to ensure good electrical contact with the holder. 
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2.5.1.3 STM tip: 
We prepare our tip in lab by cutting a Pt-Ir wire of diameter of 250 m with scissors at an angle 
of roughly 45º and observe under microscope at room temperature to ensure that the wire has 
a pointed tip. At low temperature, to improve the sharpness further, we use field emission 
technique High voltage of around 160-250 V is applied between the sample and tip. To limit 
the maximum current in the circuit, 700 kand 10 kresistors are put in series with the tip 
and sample. The voltage drop across the 10 kresistor is monitored using a voltmeter to obtain 
the current in the circuit (Figure 2.12). The tunneling current is maintained at ~ 20-30 A. The 
process generates high field at the tip end ejecting atoms from it and eventually sharpening the 
tip31.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.5.1.4 Electrical and vibrational noise reduction: 
The ground connection plays an important role in reducing the electrical noise. All the 
electronic devices related to STM are connected to a common ground in order to avoid any 
ground loop. The high voltage lines are fed to low-pass filters with cut-off frequency of 10 kHz 
to get rid of high frequency noises. In the tunneling current line, we use a Femto DLPCA-200 
preamplifier in 3He set-up and a IVP-200 preamplifier followed by a V-I converter from RHK 
in 4He set-up. These preamplifiers provide a gain of 109 V/A. The R9 SPM controller used for 
the 3He system provides additional digital filters which is not present in the Nanonis Controller 
used for the 4He system. 

High voltage power 
supply 

Voltmeter 

10 k
700 k

Figure 2.12 Schematic of the circuit used for field emission is shown. Typically we apply a 
voltage of 160-250 V in order to obtain ~20-30 A of current in the circuit during field emission. 
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To reduce the building vibration, the whole STM is hung from a vibration isolation table32 with 
pneumatic legs (Figure 2.13). The table floats when we maintain a certain N2 pressure in the legs 
and provides passive isolation while separate controlling unit is used for active isolation33 also.   

Another major source of vibration is the pumping of liquid 4He, used for cooling down the 
system below 4.2K. To reduce the vibration directly coming from rotary pump, the pump is 
not kept in the same room as the STM. In our 4He set-up, the 1K pot pumping line, passes 
through high density foam to reduce sound vibration coming through helium and then through 
a concrete block to further dampen the line vibration. Our set-up goes down to 2.6 K by this 
1K pot pumping process. 
3He set-up contains a slighly different arrangement where the pumping line from 1K pot gets 
divided in two parts (Figure 2.14). While condensing 3He, line A is kept open until the base 
temperature reaches 1.6 K. STM head can further be cooled down to 350 mK by decreasing 
the sorb temperature. After that, line A is closed and pumping is done through the foam in line 
B during the measurement. Through foam the pumping speed is much lesser compared to direct 
pumping. Thus, 1K pot slowly heats up to 2.8K but STM head can remain at 350 mK for 8 
hours. 

Figure 2.13 Our 3He STM set-up 

Sample preparation chamber 
One end of the cross where the 
vacuum suitcase gets attached 

Vibration isolation table 

Pneumetic legs 

Cryostat 
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(a) (b) 

From 1K 
pot 

Towards 
Rotary 
Pump 

High density 
Foam

Concrete 
block

From 1K 
pot 

Towards 
Rotary 

High density 
Foam

Concrete 
block

A 

B 
Valve 

Valve  

Figure 2.14 The 1K pot pumping line for the 4He system is shown in panel (a). The line passes through foam and concrete block kept in series to reduce vibrational noise. In panel (b), the pumping lines attached to the 3He system are displayed. During fast cooling of 1K pot to 1.6 K, the pumping is done directly through the concrete block (line A). During measurement, only low speed pumping is maintained through the foam in line B. 
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3 Chapter 3: Slowing down of vortex motion near Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-
Thouless (BKT) transition of 2D NbN film 

 Introduction: 
In 1971, V. Berezinskii and in 1973, M. Kosterlitz and D. Thouless independently published 
their research results on the phase transition that occurs in two-dimensional systems having U 
(1) symmetry1,2. In these systems, at low enough temperatures, the two-point correlation 
function has an algebraic decay in space with a temperature dependent exponent, sustaining a 
quasi-long range order. Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) showed that above a certain 
temperature, these systems show a transition to a disordered state where this correlation 
function decays exponentially due to unbinding and proliferation of topological defects or 
vortices. Also, above the transition, the correlation length shows an exponentially divergent 
nature with temperature. These features make this topological phase transition quite different 
from the usual first or second order phase transitions. This BKT physics was first formulated 
in X-Y spin model, where transition temperature, , and the coupling between the spins at 

maintains a constant ratio, making this transition a universal class of transition.  
In subsequent years, people have found various other systems exhibiting this kind of transition. 
Two-dimensional superfluid3 and superconducting films are two such examples. The josephson 
junction arrays made up of superconducting islands weakly coupled to each other by tunnel 
junctions were realized in two-dimensions and observation of BKT transition was reported in 
these systems4,5. People in recent times, also tried to understand the BKT physics in ultracold 
trapped atomic gases5. 
The characteristic sign of BKT transition is the universal discontinuous drop of superfluid 
density at the transition. But, in case of superconducting materials as opposed to the superfluid 
films, this discontinuous jump is difficult to find. The first reason for this is the quasi-particle 
excitation in superconductors. It reduces the superfluid density and hence the vortex core 
energy. This makes the jump only be visible in a narrow temperature window between  
and the BCS critical temperature Tc. The second reason is due to the circulation of charged 
super-current. Pearl showed that the interaction energy, ( ), of two vortices separated by a 
distance , with opposite circulation, follows, 
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 ( ) ∝ 1  ,        ≪  

             ∝ 1 ,      ≫  
(3.1) 

Here, =   is called Pearl’s length6, where, λ is London’s penetration depth and d is the 
film thickness. So, to observe the BKT transition in superconducting films, the sample size 
should be of the order of Pearl’s length because only then the vortex-anti vortex interaction 
varies logarithmically as the case in original BKT formulation. In order to achieve this, either 
we need to be very close to Tc (where λ is large) or d has to be very small, making  large and 
comparable to sample size. But, very near transition, especially in disordered samples, we need 
to consider additional effects together with BKT physics. People have seen under scanning 
tunneling microscope7,8,9,10 that superconducting (SC) properties become granular in space as 
an effect of disorder. The averaging of superfluid response to capture this inhomogeneous 
distribution11 makes the superfluid jump at BKT transition a broad smooth down-turn instead 
of a discontinuous drop. In resistive part of the BKT response, a peak is observed at a 
temperature above , whose width is usually correlated to the transition width of the 
inductive jump. 
According to the standard existing theory12,13, at , vortices and anti-vortices get unbound 
and at any finite frequency, , these thermally excited unbound vortices proliferate through 
the system within a length scale, called probing length, ~ ,  where  is the diffusion 
constant of vortices. The main contribution to the dissipative part comes from the motion of 
these vortex cores, which are made of normal electrons. Within the theory, as probing 
frequency increases, one expects broadening as well as enhancement in amplitude in the 
dissipative part. But, this prediction is strongly violated in our thin films of NbN. The 
dissipative response shows nearly similar nature in two widely separated frequency regimes, 
kHz and GHz. In GHz (1-10 GHz) range, the resistive response is close to the prediction of 
standard theory. But, in kHz (10-100 kHz), the dissipation peak shows anomalous nature which 
was also observed in case of MoGe and InO films14 before.  
In this chapter, I shall present our experimental findings on the electrodynamic response of 
NbN thin film across BKT transition in kHz and GHz frequency range. Comparison of 
experimental data with the standard theoretical BKT approach at static as well as finite 
frequencies will be shown. Then we will include the effect of inhomogeneity in our analysis 
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and will see that a huge modification of vortex diffusion constant compared to the Bardeen-
Stephen value is required at kHz to capture the experimental features. 

 Experimental details: 
Our system is a 3-nm thick NbN film which is in 2d limit as the thickness is less than its 
coherence length within the experimental temperature range. The BKT transition was studied 
in this film in kHz and GHz regime to obtain the effect of probing frequency on the vortex 
diffusion.  
For kHz measurement, the sample was deposited in form of a circle with a diameter of 8 mm 
on a MgO (100) substrate by DC Magnetron sputtering of Nb target in Ar/N2 gas mixture. We 
put our sample in between the primary and secondary coil of a home built two-coil mutual 
inductance set-up15. The primary coil was excited at a kHz frequency (10-100 kHz), which 
generates a peak magnetic field of ~10 mOe. We record the complex mutual inductance (Figure 
3.1 (a)) of the coils as a function of temperature. Next, we numerically solve coupled London’s 
and Maxwell’s equation for a finite radius film considering our coil geometry following J. 
Turneaure16,17. From the comparison of this numerical analysis and experimental data, we then 
extract the temperature variation of complex penetration depth (Figure 3.1 (b)), [ =
( + ) / ]. Here the imaginary part can be interpreted as the skin depth. 
  
 
 
 
 

 
We carry out the high frequency measurement (1-10 GHz) on this same sample using 
Microwave Broadband Spectroscopy. The purpose of using the same sample is to ensure that 
the SC properties (SC gap, superfluid stiffness) remain the same in both frequency regimes. 
After kHz measurement, we cut the sample in 5mm × 5mm dimension using diamond cutter 
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Figure 3.1 Panel (a) shows the complex Mutual Inductance of the primary and secondary coils of our set-up at different kHz frequencies as a function of temperature. Using this data and some numerical anaysis, we obtain the temperature variation of complex penetration depth, which is plotted in panel (b). 
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to fit it in the microwave probe. Ag contact pad in Corbino geometry18 is deposited on the 
sample. We do both the kHz and GHz measurements one after another, leaving as less time as 
possible in between, since films with such a low thickness start to degrade after few days. Our 
sample terminates a 50 cm long SS-coaxial cable through which we send signal spanning the 
range of 10 MHz to 20 GHz from a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). The same VNA records 
the reflected signal from the sample and extracts the complex reflection coefficient, . For 
low temperature calibrations19,20,21, we measure the spectra of a thick ordered NbN film at our 
lowest possible temperature to use as a short standard. The actual sample spectra at two 
different temperatures above Tc, which is 12 K and 15 K in our case, are used as two load 
standards.  After calibration, using the corrected , the complex sample impedance,  and 
the complex conductivity, = ( − ) are calculated. Here, we found that the reliable 
frequency range lies between 1 to 10 GHz.  
For comparison between the kHz and GHz data, we connect  and , using the relation, 
 =  

=  
 

(3.2) 

 

In Figure 3.2, we show the BCS fitting of our data at two selected frequencies from two 
different regimes, following, 
 ( )

(0) = ∆( )
∆(0) tanh ( ∆( )

2 ) (3.3) 
This is applicable when the mean free path of the system is much less than its coherence length.  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2 The BCS fitting of inverse square of penetration depth λ, is shown. Panel (a) and (b) represent spectra from kHz and GHz respectively. On the same graphs, we also plot the universal KT line. Value of Δ(0), λ(0) and mean field Tcare in good agreement in kHz and GHz. Δ(0)/kBTc ~2.2 , as obtained from the fit. The black curve shows the dc resistance-temperature (R-T) measurement results. 
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Far below Tc, the BCS prediction matches well with the data and close to Tc,  suddenly 
deviates from BCS expectation due to vortex mediated BKT transition. On the same figure, we 
also plot the universal BKT line, obtained from, 
 ( ) = 8 /  (3.4) 

where,  is the film thickness. We reach to this equation by using eq. (1.35) and the relation 
between superfluid stiffness and penetration depth. 
 We see that the down-turn in  starts below the intersection of BKT line and experimental 
data as observed before also in NbN films with low vortex core energy22,23. 
The entire electrodynamic response from two different frequency regimes are shown together 
in Figure 3.3. Away from Tc, kHz measurement is not much sensitive. But, GHz data is in good 
agreement with the dc conductivity above transition showing consistency in these two 
measurements (Figure 3.3 (a)). 

(c) 

(b) (a) 

(d) 

Figure 3.3 The BCS fitting of inverse square of penetration depth λ, is shown. Panel (a) and (b) represent spectra from kHz and GHz respectively. On the same graphs, we also plot the universal KT line. Value of Δ(0), λ(0) and mean field Tc are in good agreement in kHz and GHz. Δ(0)/kBTc ~2.2 , as obtained from the fit. The black curve shows the dc resistance-temperature (R-T) measurement results. 
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We see that , which is proportional to the superfluid density of the sample, remains finite 
up to a temperature above Tc. Higher the frequency, higher the temperature at which  goes 
to zero, as was also observed in some thick samples before18. On the other hand, the effect of 
fluctuation due to the vortices around BKT transition is generally associated with . When 
we probe at a frequency , the maximum distance the vortices can traverse within each cycle 
of measurement, is called the probing length which can be expressed in terms of vortex 
diffusion constant12 , as, 
 = 14 /  (3.5) 

The Standard Bardeen Stephen model13 considers the vortex cores to be made up of normal 
electrons. Thus,  is also expected to scale with normal electron diffusion constant within this 
theory. The estimated value of  turns out to be ≈ 10 /  using Fermi velocity and mean 
free path of NbN at 285 K. This value of  yields  to be nearly of the order of sample size in 
kHz for which the theory predicts negligible dissipation. But, we observe that in spite of 
difference in frequency of six order, the dissipation in kHz and GHz are nearly same.  

 Conventional view of BKT theory at finite frequency: 
In the seminal paper of Ambegaokar et al.12 the dynamical BKT theory was presented for a 
superfluid helium film. Later, this was extended for superconductors13. An analogy with the 
two-dimensional plasma was drawn and the effect of frequency on the vortex motion was 
incorporated through the frequency dependence of the dielectric function, ( ) = ( ( ) +

( )). Then the complex conductivity takes the form13,24, 
 ( ) = − ( ) (3.6) 

Here,  is the superfluid density which considers the BCS quasi-particle excitations but not 
the effects of vortices.  and  are the mass and charge of electron respectively and  is the 
film thickness. Now, eq. (3.2) can be written as, 
    =   +   

=   +   
(3.7) 

using the expression for ( ) from eq. (3.6). Here, J = ℏ   is the bare superfluid stiffness 
without vortices. = ђ /4  is a numerical factor. 
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The Renormalization-group equations of BKT theory that captures the long distance vortex 
effect, in terms of fundamental scaling variables, K ≡ J/T and vortex fugacity,  = 2  e -
are: 
  

 =  −      and      = (2 − )  (3.8) 
where,  is the vortex core energy and = . The distance is scaled here w.r.t the coherence 
length  as = ln(a/ ) and is called the RG-scaled lattice spacing. 

A) Static case: At = 0, dielectric function becomes purely real.  
 ( = 0) = = (0)

( → ∞) (3.9) 
Its imaginary part becomes infinite making  and hence = 0. 

            The stiffness25 is, ≡ ( → ) ≡ ℏ , where now  includes the effect of excited 
vortices       also. From the RG equations (3.8), we get that for ≥ 2, fugacity flows 
to zero at large distances giving finite value of . Here, single vortex excitation is not 
favorable. However, for < 2, fugacity diverges indicating the free vortex 
proliferation and  becomes zero. We identify ( → ∞) = 2 as the transition point at 
which  discontinuously jumps to zero from a finite value. This gives  a 
discontinuous divergence at transition, , making    fall to zero abruptly. 

B) Finite Frequency effect: The motion of the vortices at finite frequency gives rise to an 
imaginary part in the dielectric function, which can be expressed approximately as12, 

 ≅ ~( )  (3.10) 
where,  denotes the free vortex density,  is the correlation length and  the probing 
length, expressed through eq. (3.5). The calculation of  has now a length scale cut-
off depending on the probing frequency. Thus, the real part takes the form, 

 ( ) ≅ (0)
( = ln ( / )) (3.11) 

So, the temperature variation of complex penetration depth, now depends on the 
temperature variation of both  and . We see that now at finite frequency,    goes 
to zero following a rapid downturn instead of the discontinuous jump. The peak in 
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occurs at a temperature where, ≈ and they turn out to be (1) from the 
numerical simulation. 
Thus, from eq. (3.10), the peak corresponds to a temperature , where, ( ) ≈ . So, 
as we probe with higher and higher frequency, the peak should be shifted to higher 
temperatures. This is because, within BKT theory, the correlation length has a 
temperature variation given as2,5,13,24, 

 ∝ exp (√ ) (3.12) 
 Where, = ( − )/  and = ( − )/ . 
Considering this exponential behavior, we get the transition width to be approximately 
given as, 

 − ~ 1
(ln (( / )))

( − ) (3.13) 
This expression indicates that at finite frequency, a broadening in the transition is 
expected. 

As our measurements are done at finite frequencies, the analysis should also take into account 
the non-zero frequency effect in order to capture the features observed in experiments. By 
numerically solving the RG equations (3.8), we get the complex dielectric function in terms of 
fundamental scaling variables. Then using eq. (3.6) and eq. (3.7), the electrodynamic responses 
are found out. We start with a value of 10 m2/s for the vortex diffusion constant  which is 
slightly less than the estimated value for similar NbN films obtained from transport 
measurements. Here, the estimation obeys the original assumption of Bardeen-Stephen theory 
that the vortex diffusion constant and electron diffusion constant coincide.  
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In Figure 3.4 (a) and (b), the experimental data at two selected kHz frequencies, their BCS fit 
and the expectation from the static theory are plotted. The BCS fit gives us the mean field Tc 
and thus we can extract the difference ( − ), using the indicated temperatures in Figure 
3.4 (a). Now, taking  ~10 nm for NbN films26, we obtain, − ≈ 0.01K. In Figure 3.4 
(c) and (d), the simulation results at finite frequencies are shown. Looking at the temperature 
scale, we see that the finite frequency effect does not incorporate significant smoothening of 
the superfluid density when compared to the experimental data. Though, there is a small tail 
developed in   and the transition shifts to higher temperature for higher frequency as 
expected, the effect is negligible w.r.t the experimental observation. The width in   is two 
orders of magnitude less in simulation than the data shown in Figure 3.4 (b). 
The fact that we do not see much difference between the static case and at kHz can be 
understood by considering the length scales involved in simulation. The probing length, 

~0.04 mm at 10 kHz is of the order of our system size ~8 mm and Pearl length ~1mm at 
 which act as the cut-off for calculation at = 0. 

(c) 

(b) (a) 

(d) 

Figure 3.4 Experimental 1/ with the BCS fit and prediction of the conventional homogeneous theory 
for static case (panel (a)) and experimental 1/ (panel (b)). In Panel (c) and (d), the simulation results 
for conventional theory at kHz frequencies are shown taking D = 10-5 m2/s (J = 1.2 used). Smearing 
in 1/here is much smaller and peak in 1/ appears to be - like in comparison with the experiment.
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Thus, there must be some other crucial ingredients which needs to be incorporated in numerical 
analysis to match the experimental data. As we are dealing with very thin films, we need to 
consider the increasing level of disorder that appears due to thickness reduction. It is observed 
in experiments before that disorder makes SC properties inhomogeneous in space. Thus, the 
use of standard theory modelled for homogeneous systems is not correct. 
 

 Effect of inhomogeneity on dynamical BKT theory: 
Till now, our analysis considered uniform value of the superfluid stiffness in the whole system. 
To include the inhomogeneity observed in experiments7,8,9,10 for disordered samples, we now 
imagine the system to be made up of patches with different stiffness, i.e. stiffness  for i-th 
patch and try to obtain a coarse-grained picture. Each patch is taken to be uniform where we 
apply the homogeneous BKT approach and the probability of occurrence of each of these 
patches follows Gaussian distribution, 
 ( ) = 1

√2 exp [−( − )̅ /2 ] (3.14) 
Here, the value of  is adjusted by fitting the experimental data. The low temperature value 
obtained from BCS fit of experimental data is chosen as the starting point23 of (̅ ) and  ( ) 
is obtained as the solution of BKT-RG equations. Conductivity of each patch , is followed 
from eq. (3.6) which leads to the average value of the complex conductivity through, 
  =  ( ) ( ) (3.15) 

Our calculation uses the conventional value of vortex diffusion constant, i.e, ≈ 10 m2/s in 
both the frequency regimes.  
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In Figure 3.5, one representative experimental data from kHz and simulation results using the 
simple averaging procedure from both the frequency regimes are plotted. We see that   now 
matches quite well with the experiment. Incorporation of inhomogeneity introduces 
appreciable broadening across the transition in the simulated plots. Now our system consists of 
several patches with slightly different stiffness i.e, there is a distribution of local transition 
temperatures among the patches. This variation gets reflected as a broadening while we take 
average for all the patches. The dissipative peak also now has a larger width showing better 
consistency with the measurement. But, the peak shape and height still are far from agreement. 
The intensity of the peak in experimental data of 20 kHz is two orders of magnitude larger than 
its theoretical prediction and is nearly same as the simulated plot in GHz (Figure 3.5 (b)).  
 

 Frequency dependence of vortex diffusion: 
The use of conventional value of diffusion constant for vortices for the low frequency analysis 
shows a huge disagreement between the dissipative responses obtained by experiment and by 
simulations. Although at GHz frequency, simulation and experiment match well, we observe 
anomalously large amplitude of   in kHz data. Despite of the six orders of difference in 

Figure 3.5 A Gaussian distribution ( / ̅ = 0.015) of superfluid stiffness was considered and the average complex conductivity is plotted. The simulation uses conventional value of diffusion constant, 
= 10 m2/s. The transition width in both inductive (panel (a)) and dissipative (panel (b)) part are broadened compared to homogeneous model. The symbols are used for experimental data while solid lines are used for the simulated results. The dissipation peak height in kHz is two orders of magnitude larger than its theoretical prediction and nearly matches with the simulation in GHz. 
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frequency, the dissipation peak height and width appear to be roughly same in these two 
frequency regimes. This motivates us to play with the diffusion constant of the vortices with 

frequency such that  becomes similar in the two frequency ranges. 
The probability distribution ( ) and the method to obtain ( ) are kept the same as before. 
But, for the final conductivity, we employ a Self-Consistent Effective Medium Approach 
(SEMA)27 for our inhomogeneous system. The complex conductivity ( ) is now the solution 
we get by self-consistently solving the equation, 
 = ((1 + ) +  )  (3.16) 

where, = − 1, which is 1 for 2d cases. 
 We use ≈ 10 m2/s in kHz which gives us ≈ 8  at 20 kHz. The reduction in probing 
length increases the dissipation to a great extent (compared to Figure 3.5 (b) data). Instead in 
GHz, we keep roughly the conventional value of . We get ≈  at 1.8 GHz using ≈
0.01 × 10 m2/s. Though this   value is less than the estimated diffusion constant, we can 
argue that, 

Figure 3.6 A comparison of experimental data and SEMA conductivity in shown. Used values of  in 
different frequency regimes are mentioned in the text. / ̅ = 0.02 and / ̅ = 1.18 are taken. The simulation and the experimental data are now in good agreement considering an inhomogeneous system and a frequency dependent vortex diffusion constant. Symbols and solid lines stand for the experimental and simulated results respectively. The discontinuous jump of superfluid stiffness even for static case is now replaced by broadened smooth downturn (panel (a)). 
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i) There is not any direct way to extract the diffusion constant at low temperature. 
Thus, our estimation is based on normal state properties. 

ii) The Bardeen-Stephen model assumes a homogeneous system. The deviation of the 
vortex diffusion constant from the estimation of this model is not unexpected for 
such an inhomogeneous system like ours. 

In this effective medium approach, the system is thought to be a resistor network where the 
appearance of each resistor follows Gaussian probability distribution. To understand the 
picture, let us consider a simpler system. Let us put  = 0 in eq. (3.16). So, we are left with a 
1-d resistor chain. Now the conductivity ( ), associated with i-th resistor has a weight of 
1/  and we get an amplified response compared to the simple averaging case where, the weight 
was  instead. 
The remarkable thing is that the consideration of inhomogeneity makes the jump of superfluid 
stiffness in SEMA results continuous and smoother even at = 0 (Figure 3.6 (a)). The broad 
transition is the manifestation of the presence of different patches with a range of transition 
temperatures. The finite frequency only introduces an additional tail. In Figure 3.6 (b), we now 
see a good consistency between the experimental data and simulated curves for both low and 
high frequencies in shape, width and height of the peak. The difference in peak height between 
data and its fitting is less than a factor of two now. 

 Discussion and pictorial interpretation: 
To understand the extremely small value of diffusion constant at low frequency and nearly 
conventional vortex motion at high frequency, let us now view our system at the nanoscale. 
For disordered samples, as observed by STM measurements7,8,9,10, the system develops patches 
of ‘good’ superconducting regions having high SC order separated by regions with suppressed 
order. The typical size of these domains are tens to few hundreds of nanometers. As suggested 
by theoretical results28, the superfluid inductive response then is followed from a path 
connecting the good superconducting patches. As the vortex core is normal, the vortices prefer 
to stay away from these good SC regions. While probing at GHz, the vortices are made to move 
by a distance roughly similar to the domain sizes. So, they do not experience much of 
inhomogeneity during motion and the conventional homogeneous approach holds. But, in kHz, 
the effect of inhomogeneity becomes very pronounced. The vortex motion here gets hindered 
severely reducing the effective probing length. Thus, to match the experimental observation, 
the analysis uses a diffusion constant much lesser than the one used in homogeneous theory. 
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We call it a slowing down of vortex motion at low frequency. Also, the reduction of diffusion 
constant by six orders of magnitude in kHz indicates the limitation and breakdown of the 
standard approach. The typical length scale associated with vortex motion that arises from our 
analysis is 10 -50 nm and is well correlated with the size of granularity observed in STM and 
also with theoretical prediction28,29,30. 
In disordered samples, the suppression of phase twisting energy below the pairing energy plays 
an important role in the superconducting transition. In such systems, the phase fluctuation 
destroys global superconductivity though locally soft gap persists in the density of states 
indicating the presence of cooper pairs in the system. The vortex core energy,  scales with 
condensation energy and thus increases when electron-pairing becomes stronger. Considering 
these facts, in our calculation, we have used the core energy to phase stiffness ratio, / ≈ 1.2 

which is larger than the BCS estimate of 0.955,22. To know about more detailed description of 
the vortex cores, we need to do microscopic investigation which is not part of this study. 
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Figure 3.7 Fluctuation frequency  is shown as a function of temperature (black). The red line is the expected variation for BKT fluctuation according to standard homogeneous case. The fitting parameters are mentioned in the plot. 
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We also see that the standard scaling approach31 cannot be used for scaling of our data. The 
scaling function within BKT theory has the form, 

 = 1
1 − ( ) (3.17) 

where, the temperature dependence of  is expressed as32, 
 

= Ω exp (− 4 ′
( − )) (3.18) 

Here, Ω  and ′ are the fitting parameters. 
The inhomogeneous distribution of SC properties strongly modifies the shape of our complex 
conductivity. The usual scaling hypothesis assumes that the broadening in the data is due to the 
finite-frequency effect which is not true in our case, even at GHz. Though the temperature 
variation of the scaling frequency ( ), is of usual BKT type (Figure 3.7), there is huge 
deviation between the shape of the scaling function and our scaled data (Figure 3.8). 
 

 Summary: 
We have studied the electrodynamic response across the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless 
transition of a thin NbN film. The low and high frequency behaviour (in kHz and GHz 
respectively) are compared with the prediction from standard homogeneous Bardeen-Stephen 
model. The increased disorder level in our film that emerges from its low thickness has 
significant impact on the vortex motion across the transition. The inhomogeneous SC 
properties broaden the superfluid jump to a large extent which cannot be captured by finite-
frequency effect only. At low frequency, where the effect of granularity is more prominent, we 

(b) (a) 

Figure 3.8 The amplitude and Phase of the BKT scaling function ( / ) as a function of reduced frequency is shown in panel (a) and (b) respectively. The color bar indicates the temperature range for which the data are scaled. The scaled data deviates significantly from the BKT scaling function (blue) in shape. 
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see anomalously large dissipative response. The vortex diffusion in this regime gets severely 
slowed down resulting in the breakdown of the standard homogeneous model.  
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4 Chapter 4: Magnetic field induced emergent inhomogeneity in a 
superconducting film with weak and homogeneous disorder 

 Introduction: 
The microscopic theory for a s-wave superconductor in the clean limit is well described within 
the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory1. It considers a phase coherent ground state of 
huge number of Cooper pairs (a bound pair of two electrons at the Fermi level) that does not 
get scattered resulting in a zero resistance state. Within BCS theory, the pairing energy of the 
Cooper pair Δ, is the only energy scale that determines the superconducting transition, Tc. The 
superconducting state is characterized by a gap Δ in the single-particle density of states across 
Fermi level which goes to zero at Tc. In addition to the gap, the presence of sharp coherence 
peaks at the gap edges in the superconducting state represents the extent of global phase 
coherence or superconducting order within the system.  
The early theories of Anderson2, Abrikosov and Gorkov3 which predicted no effect of non-
magnetic disorder on the superconducting transition are valid only till the mean free path of 
the sample is much greater than the inverse of Fermi wave vector i.e, for weakly disordered 
cases. As, the system crosses this weak disorder limit, one sees significant deviation from BCS 
behavior. Superconducting order becomes granular in space with increasing disorder. The 
superconductor develops Josephson coupled superconducting islands separated by insulating 
regions. Also, phase fluctuation in such systems becomes energetically relevant. With increase 
in disorder level, people have observed the emergence of pseudogap state4,5,6,7 i.e, the 
destruction of global zero resistance state due to phase fluctuation at a temperature at which 
pairing amplitude still remains finite8,9. A superconductor can even be transformed to an 
insulator made up of localized Cooper pairs, if one keeps on raising the amount of disorder.  
The superconductor to insulator (SIT) transition was also observed for the highly disordered 
superconductors in increasing magnetic field10,11. Ground state of several disordered 
superconductors gets transformed to an insulator (sheet resistance goes in Grange) under 
application of magnetic field. Figure 4.1 shows, transport measurement data for a strongly 
disordered NbN film which has monotonically decreasing Tc in increasing magnetic field and 
above a certain field, transforms to an insulator showing negative R-T slope.  
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There are many theoretical models which tried to predict the underlying microscopic 
mechanism that gives rise to this magnetic field driven SIT. Coulomb blockade mechanism12, 
boson localization13, theory of charge-vortex duality14,15 are the few possible explanations 
reported in literatures. Thus, it is required to obtain experimental evidence to understand the 
actual physics which is at play. Since, both the disorder and magnetic field result in SIT, the 
real space study is useful to figure out that how much different are these two phenomenon by 
microscopic origin. 
In this chapter, I shall present the study of a weakly disordered superconducting film in external 
magnetic field using scanning tunneling microscope (STM) and transport measurement. 
Through the real space imaging at the microscopic level, we capture the evolution of the 
superconducting state while increasing the magnetic field. For a clean type-II superconductor, 
magnetic field above Hc1 penetrates the sample forming a hexagonal Abrikosov vortex lattice. 
As field is increased, vortex density increases and at Hc2, the vortices start to overlap with each 
other destroying the zero resistance state. Here, in our weakly disordered sample, we see a 
different route to destruction of superconductivity in increasing field as opposed to the standard 
Abrikosov’s prediction. 

 Experimental details: 
We perform our experiment on a 25 nm thick NbN film with zero-field Tc of 9 K. The sample 
was prepared by reactive Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) technique on a single crystalline MgO 
substrate. Comparing its Tc with similar NbN samples, we estimate that the Ioffe-Regel 
parameter , for this sample is ~ 4 (  is Fermi wave vector and  is the mean free path)16. 
Its  value suggests that the penetration depth λ17, is ~ 800 nm and the coherence length  ξ18, 
is approximately 5-10 nm. The disorder level of our NbN samples can be controlled by the 
deposition parameters17 resulting in a   variation between 10 and 0.42. For 10 ≤ ≤ 4, 
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Figure 4.1 Resistance vs. Temperature plots of a strongly disordered NbN film at different magnetic fields. Application of magnetic field induces a superconductor-Insulator transition.  
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the zero-field resistance of the sample appears at the same temperature where the 
superconducting gap vanishes. In the second regime, where 3 ≤ ≤ 1, the pseudogap state 
emerges. Regime III, corresponds to < 1, where down to 300 mK superconductivity is not 
observed. Though according to BCS definition, our sample has strong disorder as = ђ ≫
 (  is Fermi velocity), from the  consideration, the sample belongs to the first regime and 

is labelled as weakly-disordered in absence of magnetic field.  
After growing the sample in PLD, we transfer it to the STM using a vacuum suitcase 
maintaining a pressure of ~ 10 torr. The topographic images and conductance maps at 
constant dc bias are taken in the constant current mode. For bias spectroscopy, we use standard 
lock-in technique by adding an ac voltage of 150 V of amplitude at 2 kHz to the dc STM bias. 
Then, the tip is stabilized at each required point, momentarily current feedback loop is switched 
off and STM bias is swept between -5 mV to 5 mV. After the STM measurement, we remove 
the side strips (Sec  2.5.1.2) by plasma ion etching and then bulk measurements are performed 
on the same sample. First we perform two-coil mutual inductance measurement and then four 
probe resistance measurement is carried out by making four wire-contacts on the sample using 
two-component Ag paint. Our sample shows a weak negative temperature coefficient in normal 
state resistance having, (  )

 (  ) ~0.78 which is consistent with the samples bearing similar 
disorder level19. 

 Superconducting state at zero-field: 
We study a 200 nm × 200 nm area using the STM at zero magnetic field at 350 mK which 
reveals that the density of states (DOS) of our sample in absence of field is nearly uniform over 
the entire area at our base temperature. The area is divided in 32 × 32 grids and at each grid, 

bias spectroscopy is performed. We normalize these spectra as, ( ) = ( )
(3.5 ) 

i.e, w.r.t a tunneling conductance much above the gap. In Figure 4.2 (a), we plot the 
superconducting spectra showing uniform gap with coherence peak at each point along one 
representative 200 nm line. From the grid spectroscopy, we extract the zero bias conductance 
(ZBC) value for each grid and it shows a very narrow sharply peaked distribution for the entire 
area as expected for a fully gaped superconductor. Similarly, we also take a cut of the spectra 
at coherence peak value (2.2 mV) . This gives us a measure of the superconducting order 
over the area as was observed through Monte-Carlo simulations in literatures20. The 
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distribution of  , for our sample shows presence of domains of size of tens of nanometers 
indicating that even at zero field, the superconducting order is not uniform in space (Figure 4.2 
(b)). But, as the variation of normalized coherence peak height (CPH) over the area lies 
between 1.1 and 1.8 (i.e. greater than 1), the order is present everywhere. The spatial variation 
also gets reflected if we take the map of the distance between two coherence peaks. 
We have next tried to capture the temperature variation of the superconducting gap without 
applying field. The spectra at different temperatures are fitted with the formula, 
 = ∝ ( )[− ( + )

( ) ]  (4.1) 
where, ( ) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function and ( ) is the BCS quasi-particle 
density of states given by, 

 ( ) = | | +
(| | + ) +  (4.2) 
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Figure 4.2 The tunneling conductance at 350 mK  at zero-field along a 200 nm line is shown in panel (a). It shows spatially uniform gap and presence of coherence peak everywhere. Panel (b) shows CPH map extracted from grid spectroscopy which reveals the spatial variation in superconducting order at  zero-field. Panel (c) and panel (d) contain the BCS fitting of tunneling conductance and temperature variation of the gap Δ respectively. Symbols are used for experimental data (c) and used fitting parameter (d), while solid lines are for the fitted curves. The bulk RT data is shown in panel (d) in blue which shows that gap vanishes at a temperature where the resistance appears. 
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Here, we use a parameter  which takes into account of all the non-thermal sources of 
broadening. Our used   value is within 0.23 to 0.33. As,  causes the suppression and 
broadening of coherence peak, the relatively larger value that we have used, indicates the 
suppression of superconducting order at some places. Also, this distribution of superconducting 
order turns out to be almost independent of temperature. We see that our zero-field spectra 
matches with the BCS DOS at different temperatures (Figure 4.2 (c)) and the T-dependence of 
Δ obtained from the DOS fitting is consistent with the usual BCS expectation (ref. eq. (1.10)). 
The superconducting gap vanishes exactly at a temperature where the bulk resistance appears 
(Figure 4.2 (d)). 

 STM study in magnetic field: 
To understand the superconducting state in presence of magnetic field, we carry out the grid 
spectroscopy at the base temperature in different fields. We apply the magnetic field 
perpendicular to the sample surface and by identifying the topographic feature from the z-map, 
we become sure that the field study is done on the same area on which zero-field data is taken. 
The physical shift of the area here is less than 10 nm. From the ZBC maps, we realize that the 
application of magnetic field makes the superconducting property granular in space. The 
histograms corresponding to these ZBC maps become wider and flatter with increase in field 
and develops longer tails indicating the increase in inhomogeneity in the zero bias value. In 
Figure 4.3 (a)-(d), the comparison of ZBC maps for different field values and in Figure 4.3 (e)-
(h), comparison among the corresponding histograms are shown. The map for the value at 
coherence peak,  for the same magnetic fields are displayed in Figure 4.3 (i)-(k) . We have 
calculated the value of cross-correlator between the ZBC and  maps, using, 
 = 1 ( (0) − 〈 (0)〉)( − 〈 〉)

,
 (4.3) 

    
where,  is the total no of pixels,  and  are the standard deviations in the ZBC and CPH 
value respectively. ,  refer to the indices for a pixel. The value of  turns out to be ~ -0.15 to 
-0.2. So, these two maps show a weak anti-correlation which is similar to the case of highly 
disordered NbN samples reported earlier21. A negative slope over a large scatter in the 2d 
histograms of the ZBC and CPH maps (Figure 4.3 (l)-(n)) also refers that the anti-correlation is 
not perfect, though the value of larger ZBC is associated with more suppressed coherence peak. 
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Probably in this granular scenario, there are other governing factors for ZBC apart from the 
local superconducting order.  
We record the tunneling conductance keeping the STM bias fixed at coherence peak position, 
on the same area at different fields. For type-II superconductors, magnetic field threads the 
sample in form of vortices which arrange themselves in a regular hexagonal lattice. Each vortex 
consists of circulating super current which allows to pass a single flux quantum =  
through them. Within the vortex core, the superconducting order gets suppressed and in the 
tunneling conductance maps where the bias set at coherence peak position, these vortices can 
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Figure 4.3 The ZBC maps obtained from the grid spectroscopy over a 200 nm × 200nm area at 0, 40, 60 and 75 kOe at 350 mK are in panel (a)-(d). Corresponding histograms are shown in panel (e)-(h). With increase in field, the histograms become broadened developing long tails indicating the emergent granularity. Panel (i)-(k) are the CPH map at 40, 60 and 75 kOe for the same area. We plot the 2d cross-correlation histograms for the ZBC and CPH maps at these fields in panel (l)-(n). They show a weak inverse correlation between (0) and . 
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be identified as the low conductance region. In Figure 4.4 (a)-(c), we show the conductance 
maps of our sample at 40, 60 and 75 kOe. None of the images shows the regular hexagonal 
vortex lattice. Instead, the area shows domains with high tunneling conductance separated by 
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Figure 4.4 The conductance maps at 40, 60 and 75 kOe at 350 mK over a 200 nm × 200 nm area with STM bias at 2.2 mV are shown in panel (a)-(c). Local minima of the conductance maps are identified as vortex centers (red dots). Instead of regular vortex lattice, we see laminar structure formed by vortices. Panel (d)-(f) show the normalized tunneling conductance along a line (green line on conductance map) passing through a vortex center at 40, 60 and 75 kOe. Two representative spectra corresponding to the positions shown (in (d)-(f)) by black (center of vortex) and violet (away from vortex) vertical lines are in panel (g)-(i). 

Figure 4.5 The ZBC maps for 40, 60 and 75 kOe taken at 350 mK are shown in panel (a)-(c). The minima in the conductance maps which we identify as the vortex centers are plotted on these ZBC maps of respective fields (red dots). We see that vortices are located on the regions where the ZBC value is higher. 
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regions with lower conductance. Following the standard method of identifying vortices, we 
find out the local minima in these conductance maps and refer to these minima as the vortex 
centers. The vortex centers are shown by red dots on all the three conductance images. Here, 
the vortices appear like chains forming the boundary of the high – conductance domains. With 
increase in magnetic fields, more and more vortices appear and the high-conductance puddles 
start to shrink in size. At 60 and 75 kOe, if we multiply the no. of vortices by the flux quantum, 
they do not match with the expected total flux through the area at these fields. These 
discrepancy is probably due to the fact that as the vortex density increases, it becomes really 
difficult to identify two very closely spaced vortices. They appear as a single vortex forming a 
bigger patch of suppressed conductance. As NbN is an extreme type-II superconductor (λ≫ξ), 
the orbital super current persists up to a length scale of the order of λ and thus extends far 
beyond the vortex core. This suppresses the superconducting order and hence, with increase in 
magnetic field, the maximum value of tunneling conductance for the same area also decreases.  
If the position of the vortex centers we now put on the ZBC maps of respective fields (Figure 
4.5), we see that the vortices are placed preferentially over the areas where the zero bias 
conductance is higher. 

 Flux penetration in our sample: The Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) is done 
in the zero-field cooled (ZFC) state i.e, the field is applied after we cool the sample to 
the base temperature. The problem with this technique is that in disordered cases, the 
flux may get trapped in the pinning centers present near the edge of the sample. So, the 
flux density near the center is always less than that near the edge and the flux density 
gradient depends on local critical current density22. To be sure that we have performed 
our experiment with the desired flux density, we perform magnetization measurement 
in both ZFC and field cooled (FC) states using a SQUID-magnetometer. To create ZFC 
state, we cool the sample to 1.8 K and apply the field. For FC state, the sample is heated 
to 15 K, magnetic field is applied and then the sample is cooled to the lowest 
temperature. Magnetization vs. temperature plots at different magnetic fields are shown 
in Figure 4.6. We notice that the difference in magnetization for FC and ZFC states is 
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very prominent at 10 Oe as expected for strongly pinned type-II superconductors. This 
difference gradually diminishes with increasing magnetic field and becomes almost 
indistinguishable above 3 kOe. All our STS measurements are performed at fields much 

above 3 kOe. So, the effect of pinning centers on flux distribution in ZFC state can be 
neglected. 
 

Next, we study the vortex core more carefully. We choose a line passing through the center of 
a vortex and perform grid spectroscopy along this line. In the standard type-II case, the 
abrikosov vortices have normal cores and show a flat DOS i.e, ~1. Sometimes, if the 
sample is very clean, we get a peak in DOS at zero bias due the Caroli-de Gennes Matricon 
(CDM)23,24 bound states. In our present case, we do not see these regular vortex cores. At each 
field, a soft gap is seen in the DOS with suppressed coherence peak (Figure 4.4(g)-(i)). It 
indicates that the vortex core does not possess superconducting order although the pairing 
amplitude is finite at all fields. 
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Figure 4.6 Magnetization measurement as a function of temperature at various magnetic fields. The squares and solid circles correspond to the ZFC and FC states respectively. At 3 kOe, response from ZFC and FC states cannot be differentiated. 
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 Comparison with vortex core of clean single crystal: We record the tunneling spectra 
along a line passing through the center of an Abrikosov vortex core of a clean single 
crystal of NbSe2 (Tc ~ 7.2 K). At the center of the vortex, for all biases, we get ( )~1 
except very near to zero bias where a peak is observed due to the quasi-particle bound 
state (CDM state) (Figure 4.7). 

The temperature variation of spectra at different magnetic fields are now studied (Figure 4.8). 
At each field, we calculate the average ( ) over the 200 nm × 200 nm area as a function of 
temperature. We observe that a soft gap persists up to a temperature T* which is greater than 
Tc (H), the temperature at which the resistance becomes 0.05% of its normal state value. So, 
magnetic field induces a pseudogap4,5,21,25 state which we do not observe in absence of the 
field. The plot of T* and Tc (H) as a function of magnetic field shows that the difference in T* 
and Tc (H) becomes larger with increasing magnetic field (Figure 4.8 (f)). Next, we track the 
temperature variation of spectra for two different regions having high and low tunneling 
conductance respectively (Figure 4.9) at 40 kOe. We see that the gap for both of these regions 
vanish at same temperature. This establishes that the observed pseudogap in field is not a 
consequence of local distribution of Tc. 

 Our definition of upper critical field (Hc2): The criteria to determine Hc2 defer in 
various literatures. Sometimes, the field where the resistance becomes immeasurable is 
considered as the critical field. In some cases, people use the field where the resistance 
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Figure 4.7 Conductance map of a pure NbSe2 single crystal at 7 kOe with STM bias at 1.3 mV over 250 nm × 85 nm area (panel (a)). The normalized tunneling spectra along the green line (passing through vortex core in conductance map) is in panel (b). Black line shows the spectra at the center of the vortex. Panel (c) shows a representative spectra at vortex center (black) and one spectra away from core (blue). 
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is 90% (sometimes even 50%) of the normal state value. To make the right choice for 
our measurements, we compare our resistance-field (RH) data with the ac magnetic 
shielding vs. field data of our film26,27.  
Placing the sample in between the primary and secondary coil of a two-coil mutual 
inductance set-up, we record the mutual inductance of these coils as a function of 
magnetic field. The film in the superconducting state partially prevents the flux 
penetration through it. We observe that the field at which the shielding response start 
to establish is the field where sample resistance becomes 0.05% of its normal state value 
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Figure 4.8 Tunneling conductance as a function of STM bias and temperature are shown in panel (a)-(e) for fields 0, 20, 40, 60 and 75 kOe. All these panels contain the dc RT measurement data (black). At zero-field, superconducting gap closes at a temperature (T*) where the resistance of the sample appears (Tc). As field increases, the difference in T* and Tcbecomes wider. Both T* and Tc are plotted for different fields in panel (f). 
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(Figure 4.10). In our analysis, this is the field we refer to as Hc2. Using the same 
resistance criterion, we extract the Tc (H) from the constant field RT measurements. 
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Figure 4.9 Panel (a) shows the conductance map at 40 kOe with the STM bias fixed at 2.2 mV. We choose a region with high conductance (blue box) and a region with low conductance (green box). The temperature evolution of average tunneling conductance for these two patches are shown in panel (b) and (c) respectively. Superconducting gap for both the patches vanish at the same temperature (panel (d)). 

Figure 4.10 Panel (a) shows the mutual inductance (upper panel) and resistance (lower panel) as a function of magnetic field at various temperatures. The field displaying the onset of shielding response corresponds to the field where R goes to 0.05% of normal state value. Panel (b) is the H-T phase space showing the Hc2 (T) and Tc (H) obtained from RH, m’H and RT measurements respectively. Measurement results from these three independent experiments match quiet well. 
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 Numerical simulation: 
To understand the experimental findings obtained by STS in more depth, we carry out 
numerical simulation which involves the study of an attractive Hubbard Hamiltonian in 
presence of disorder and magnetic field on a square lattice. The Hamiltonian that we deal with 
is of the form, 
 = −  

〈 , 〉,
 − | | ↑ ↓ +  ( −  )

,
 (4.4) 

 is the hopping energy of an electron between neighboring sites and the first term gives the 
total kinetic energy where the summation runs over all the nearest neighbor sites.  ( ) is 
the creation (annihilation) operator for an electron at i-th site with spin . The second term in 
eq. (4.4) represents the onsite attraction of magnitude |U| between the electrons of opposite 
spins. Disorder strength is given by the random variable , which is chosen between [V, -V]. 
The chemical potential  sets the average density as, = ∑ , where,  is the total no. of 
particle and  gives the occupancy of i-th site. Similarly, the operator =   gives the 
occupation no. of electrons with spin  at i-th site. Our superconductor lies in the x-y plane to 
which an orbital magnetic field ̂ is applied. The calculations here are carried out in landau 
gauge, where the magnetic vector potential is given as, = . The magnetic field enters 
through the phase part of the kinetic energy term, as, =    .  and is known as the 
Peierls factor of the applied orbital magnetic field.  
4.5.1 Choice of parameters for our model: 
A) The value |U| determines the coherence length ξ of the superconductor. For a weakly 
coupled s-wave superconductor, | |/ < 1. But, smaller the value of | |, larger the value of 
ξ. We work on a 36 × 36 lattice in x-y plane for the disordered case as this is the maximum 
size of the simulation box we can use owing to the limitation of the computational power. So, 
we are bound to take a large  | | such as 1.2  which makes clean limit coherence length,  ~ 
10-12 lattice spacing28 that lies well within our system size. In presence of disorder, this 
coherence length reduces to 5-6 lattice spacing following the dirty-limit expression, =
( ) . , where,  is the mean free path. Slight variation in  | | i.e, | | = 1.5  or 2.0  does not 
alter our simulation result qualitatively. Though our choice of | | is much above the BCS 
weak-coupling limit and corresponds to an effective field which is much larger than the 
experimentally applied field, this is unavoidable due to our inability to simulate larger systems. 
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Thus, quantitative comparison of the simulation with our experimental data is not possible, 
though people could capture broad qualitative picture for the disordered superconductors 
before using finite size simulations8,12,28 ,29,20. 
B) The strength of s-wave superconductivity is decided by the value of average density , 
which becomes maximum for = 1. But, for this value of  , the ground state becomes 
degenerate with the superconductivity and the charge density wave (CDW) order competing 
with each other. Again, we should not choose ≪ 1 as this makes the pairing amplitude very 
small. So, the standard choice28,30,31 is = 0.875. 
C) The width of the CPH distribution in space obtained from simulated DOS as well as the 
distribution of  gradually increase with disorder strength and tend to look like − function 
for V=0.  So, we consider this distribution width as a measure of disorder strength. Our chosen 
value for V is 0.5t for which the distribution width for CPH from simulation matches with the 
distribution width of experimentally obtained . This ensures that we are dealing with same 
level of disorder in both experiment and simulation. 
4.5.2 Method details and Results: 
We perform a self-consistent mean-field analysis of the Hamiltonian (eq. 4.4) using 
Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) technique. We take a 36 × 36 grid which is equivalent to an area 
of 16 nm ×16 nm considering that for NbN the lattice constant is ~ 4.4 Å. The BdG 
calculation28,32 is done for such a simulation box which is then repeated many times along x 
and y directions and then all of them are combined together by Bloch transformation to obtain 
result for a much larger system. We use periodic boundary condition in both x and y directions 
to avoid the effects of boundary. As superconducting flux quantum has half the strength of 
regular flux quantum, we pass even no. of flux quanta per simulation box. The size of the 
simulation box cannot be tuned much as the numerical resources are not sufficient to deal with 
larger systems and we change the no. of flux quanta (n = 2, 4, 6) per simulation box to change 
the magnetic field strength. Due to lack of translational symmetry in our disordered system, it 
is difficult to guess a good starting point solution for the analysis. So, the convergence to self-
consistency becomes very slow and we need to employ Anderson, Broyden and modified 
Broyden mixing method in order to accelerate the convergence33. 
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The density of states D(E) is calculated by simulation and since the simulation is done for =
0 K, the comparison is carried out only with the experimental data taken at the base 
temperature, 350 mK. First, the analysis is done without applying magnetic field. The D(E) 
(normalized at energy of -0.2t) as a function of energy shows hard superconducting gap and 
presence of sharp coherence peak at gap edge (Figure 4.11 (a)). The value of D(E) at coherence 
peak , shows a spatial variation forming domain like structure even at zero field (Figure 4.11 
(b)) which is consistent with our experimental observation. We plot the normalized distribution 
of , defined as, =   and also the distribution of normalized , given by, 

=   together. Width of these distributions are obtained using the standard 

deviation from their mean value. For V=0.5t, the width for the two plots turn out be nearly 
similar (Figure 4.11 (c)). 
Next, our simulation is extended for non-zero magnetic fields. In Figure 4.12 (a)-(c), the phase 
of the order parameter for different flux filling are shown. The colour scale represents the value 
of the local order parameter amplitude, defined as, |Ѱ | = | |〈 ↓ ↑〉 while the phase ϕ of the 
order parameter is shown by the arrows. The area with dimension ~ ξ in which the order 

(c) (b) (a) 

Figure 4.11 Panel (a) shows the density of states D(E) as a function of E/t averaged over 36 ×36 grid simulated for V=0.5t and |U|=1.2t at T=0 for zero magnetic field. It shows a fully formed gap and sharp coherence peak. Spatial variation of  is in panel (b). Distribution for normalized (black) from simulation and normalized  (red) from 
experiment at zero field are shown together in panel (c). The standard deviation from mean value for these two distributions are 0.1358 and 0.141 respectively. 
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parameter amplitude goes to zero and around which the phase ϕ curls, is identified as the vortex 

core. We see that at higher fields, at some places it is difficult to distinctly separate out all the 
vortex centers. If two vortices are very near and if in their intermediate region, the order 

|Ψ| |Ψ| |Ψ| 

(0) (0) 
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Figure 4.12 Panel (a)-(c) display the vortices for n=2,4,6 on a 36 × 36 lattice. Vortex cores are identified as the points where |Ѱ| goes to zero (indicated by color scale) and around which phase of order parameter twists from 0 to 2(indicated by arrows). Panel (d)-(f) show the spatial variation of D(0) and (g)-(i) show   variation for n=2,4,6. The 
histograms corresponding to these D(0) are in (j)-(l). Inset of (k) contains averaged density of states as a function of E/t  for n=4 case in a region away from vortex core (blue) and near the the center of core (black). 
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parameter amplitude is not very large, they together combine to form a larger patch of 
suppressed order having dimension of the order of ξ as observed in our experiments also. In 
Figure 4.12 (d)-(f) and (g)-(i), the distribution of D(0) and  are plotted for 2, 4 and 6 no. of 
flux quanta per simulation box.  Increase in magnetic field gradually increases the 
inhomogeneity in the distribution of  D(0) and . Consequently, the histogram corresponding 
to these D(0) maps also show the progressively broadened width and longer tails with 
increasing field (Figure 4.12 (j)-(l)) consistent with our experiment. When the effective field is 
low, i.e, for n = 2, the anti-correlation between D(0) and  can be visualized. But, for higher 
fields, the anti-correlation is not clear. Probably the much larger value of effective field through 
our small simulation box creates this discrepancy with the experiment where the anti-
correlation is unaffected by the field.  
We next look at the DOS inside and outside our vortices. We notice that near the center of the 
vortices, the coherence peak gets completely suppressed but a soft gap, similar to our 
experimental observations, is seen. The inset of  Figure 4.12 (k) shows a comparison between 
the DOS near the center and away from center of a vortex. The super current density  varies 
as   , where  is the distance from vortex center. Thus in regular Abrikosov vortex, as one 
approaches the center of the vortex, kinetic energy of super electron increases and at some 
point, it exceeds 2Δ breaking the cooper pairs and making the core normal. On the contrary, 
for disordered cases, the superfluid stiffness becomes less than the pairing energy. So, instead 
of breaking pair, twisting the phase becomes energetically more favorable17. In our case also, 
we think the inhomogeneous SC background makes the vortex core prefer to appear in the 
regions where superfluid stiffness is low. The phase fluctuation then destroy SC order 
completely inside the core though the cooper pairs still survive and show up as a soft gap in 
the DOS. 

 Comparison with a clean case: We create an Abrikosov vortex lattice for the clean 
case, i.e, with V=0. Due to the small size of simulation box, we cannot avoid the 
commensurability of the vortex lattice with the underlying lattice which makes the 
vortex lattice a square one. The dimension of one simulation box is × 2  and each 
box contain two flux quanta separated by a distance of . The clean system maintains 
the translational symmetry where each flux quantum placed at the center of the half 
simulation box. We start with a profile for order parameter given by the solution of 
Abrikosov near Hc234 and such a good starting point makes the convergence to self-
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consistency in clean case much faster. So, we can use here a bigger simulation box with 
 = 40 and the effective field strength is altered by changing the dimension of this 

simulation box. The order parameter amplitude and corresponding phase for a vortex is 
shown in Figure 4.13. The density of state at the center of the vortex shows a peak at 
zero energy consistent with the CDM state.  
 

 
 

 Discussion: 
Though we start with a low disordered sample, the order parameter amplitude |Ѱ|, has an 
inhomogeneous spatial distribution even in absence of magnetic field. Thus, when the field is 
applied, the vortices thread the sample through those locations where the |Ѱ| has comparatively 
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Figure 4.13 Surface plot of pairing amplitude |Ѱ| (panel (a)) and the phase of the order parameter (panel (b)) around a vortex in a clean superconductor. Panel (c) shows averaged density of states near the vortex core with a CDM peak (black) and away from vortex center (blue) in the clean case. 
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lower value. Within the vortex core, the remanent |Ѱ|  gets wiped out by accommodating phase 
twist which is enegetically less costly than breaking Cooper pairs. This is the reason behind the 
aperiodic vortex arrangement and the emergent granularity in the SC properties with magnetic 
field. As phase fluctuation becomes energetically favorable in this granular environment, the 
temperature variatin of gap in magnetic field also shows pseuodap consistent with the planar 
tunneling measurement on Pb-Bi films reported before35. So, here magnetic field gives rise to 
a gradually increasing granularity in SC property and the makes the system more prone to phase 
fluctuaiton which are the effects that one observes for a sample in zero field but with much 
higher level of disorder. Thus, magnetic field plays the same role as disorder as evident from 
both the experiments and simultions.  
Following this route, we now try to explain the SIT observed in highly disordered 
superconductors with magnetic field. In those samples, the zero field state is already very 
granular consising of superconducting puddles coupled with each other via Josephson 
tunneling. As field increases, vortex proliferation reduces the puddle size. At some point, the 
puddles become so small that they act as coulomb blockade and during transport measurement, 
they prevent the current to pass through them due to associated high energy cost12. This is the 
point where we see the SIT like signature in transport data. So, we can say that at the 
microscopic level both disorder and magnetic field introduce granularity in SC properites 
which is responsible for the SIT.  
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5 Chapter 5: Characterization of Mo70Ge30 thin films and real space 
imaging of vortex lattice 

 Introduction: 
The mixed state of a type-II1 superconductor which is characterized by periodic arrangement 
of circulating super currents or vortex, each with a dimension of the coherence length (~ ξ), 
has been of interest for long. Here, below the lower critical field Hc1, the superconductor is 
purely diamagnetic while above the upper critical field Hc2, the material loses the 
superconducting property. In between these two fields the mixed state appears where the vortex 
lattice allows the field to penetrate the sample with one flux quantum ( = ℎ/2 ) passing 
through each vortex. In clean cases, we usually have a hexagonal ordered lattice with equal 
distance between vortices which reduces the repulsion between them and in turn achieves a 
configuration of lowest energy. If the vortex lattice is very soft i.e, the shear and tilt modulus 
of the flux lattice becomes very small, the thermal fluctuation can ‘melt’ the lattice well below 
its critical temperature Tc (H) or critical field Hc2 (T), where moving vortices destroys the 
global superconductivity. It was also speculated2,3 that apart from thermal fluctuation, point 
defects can drive an ordered state to a disordered one. Presence of defects or pinning centers 
distorts an ordered vortex lattice and the competition between inter-vortex interaction and 
pinning forces gives rise to various vortex phases with varying temperature and magnetic field. 
Using this notion, recently the melting of vortex lattice in Bose-Einstein-Condensate in 
presence of disordered potential was explained4. 
Vortex creep or melting was first started being discussed in the context of high Tc 
superconductors. Due to their higher operational temperature range (compared to conventional 
superconductors) because of the high Tc and short coherence length, the thermal fluctuation 
driven effects were considered to be very relevant. There are experimental evidences which 
show signature of the vortex liquid state in these class of superconductors5,6,7. Later on, also in 
low Tc superconductors and even in some conventional ones, the signatures of dislocation 
mediated or KT type melting8 of 2d vortex lattice were experimentally9,10,11 observed. Here, 
bound pairs of dislocations, created by thermal fluctuation can be melted to form isolated 
defects that drift apart gradually. 
In this chapter, I shall present some of our preliminary results of the study of a superconducting 
state of Mo70Ge30 films. This project is started very recently and the initial characterization of 
the bulk properties of this superconductor is being done using magneto-transport and magnetic 
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susceptibility measurements. For real space imaging of vortex lattice over a wide temperature 
and magnetic field ranges, we use a scanning tunneling microscope. These measurements have 
given us indications of vortex motion (creep or vortex lattice melting) which needs to be 
investigated in more detail. 

 Experimental details: 
We have studied a series of Mo70Ge30 samples with varying thicknesses which are grown on 
thermally oxidized Si substrate by Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD). In literature, people have 
reported the use of sputtering11,12,13 in Ar atmosphere for the growth of this material which 
results in an amorphous very weakly pinned thin film of MoGe. Here, PLD is carried out in 
vacuum at room temperature by ablating a target prepared by co-melting of Mo and Ge in 70:30 
ratio.  
5.2.1 Bulk Measurements: 
By changing the deposition time, we vary the film thickness within the range of ~ 5 nm to ~ 45 
nm. Comparing the reported value of bending length for vortices in Mo70Ge30 in literatures 
with our film thickness, we get to know that our vortex lattices are in 2d11. In Figure 5.1, 4-

probe Resistance-temperature (RT) measurements for few of our samples are plotted which 
show decrease in Tc and increase in transition width with decreasing film thickness. 
The RT measurements are carried out also in magnetic field. 
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Figure 5.1 Resistance vs. Temperature measurement for Mo70Ge30 films with 23, 11 and 6 nm thickness. As thickness reduces, the superconducting transition shifts to lower temperature with a gradual broadening in transition width. 
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Next, the ac susceptibility of these samples are studied using a home-built two-coil mutual 
inductance set-up14. The sample is positioned in between the primary and secondary coil which 
in the superconducting state, partially cancels the magnetic field generated by the primary coil. 
Thus, the onset of superconductivity can be identified by the decrease in mutual inductance of 

these two-coils from the normal state value which is roughly a constant. In absence of external 
magnetic field the time varying flux linkage to secondary coil and the following induced 
voltage generated across it only depends on the penetration depth of the material.  But, when 
the vortices are present in the system, the situation is more complex. The ac perturbation 
created by primary coil changes the net magnetic field with time. Thus, in one half of the ac 
cycle, vortex density increases while it decreases in the following half. As a result, the vortices 
oscillate about their static-field position and the induced voltage depends highly on the vortex 
movement. If the vortex movement is large, we get larger signal in secondary and vice versa.  
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Figure 5.2 Panel (a) and (b) show the real part of mutual inductance (M’) with varying temperature for different dc magnetic fields for samples with 45 and 11 nm of thickness respectively. Tc is extracted by noting the temperature where M’ becomes flat. Field variation of M’ for these samples are in panel (c) and (d). High value of M’ for small magnetic fields is a sign of soft vortex lattice. 
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Figure 5.2 (a) and (b), display the real part of mutual inductance of the coils as a function of 
temperature at different values of applied dc magnetic field for two samples of different 
thicknesses. The temperature where the response becomes flat is taken as the transition 
temperature Tc (H), for that field. The mutual inductance as a function of field at different 

temperatures are also shown in Figure 5.2 (c) and (d) for these two samples. We see while 
sweeping the field that even when the applied field is very small i.e, even for very less number 
of vortices, the response increases very sharply. It indicates that our vortex lattice is very soft 
and easily deformable favouring large movements of the vortices.  
The Tc extracted at different magnetic fields are plotted in a H-T phase diagram which shows 
non-BCS trend in shape. The deviation from BCS shape becomes pronounced as the thickness 
is lowered (Figure 5.3).  
Using this mutual inductance technique, the penetration depth λ(0) of these samples are also 
extracted which is ~ 400 nm for samples with thickness of ~ 40 nm and increases with lowering 
thickness. 
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Figure 5.3 Variation of Tc with magnetic field for three different samples with thickness of 45, 11 and 5.6 nm in (a)-(c). The lowering of thickness makes the deviation from BCS-like nature more prominent. 
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5.2.2 Scanning tunneling Spectroscopy: 

For real space imaging, we prepare the sample in PLD and then transfer to Scanning Tunneling 
Microscope (STM) using a vacuum suitcase without exposing it to air. The bulk measurements 
are done on separate sample with similar film parameters and also on the same sample after 
STM measurements and these two separate measurements turn out to be consistent. As the Tc 
for 45 nm and 22 nm thick films are ≥ 6.9 K, we study these sample in 4He STM while 3He 
STM15 is used for samples with lower thickness because of their lower Tc. For spectroscopy in 
the 4He system, we have added a voltage of 300 V at 917 Hz to the STM bias. These 
spectroscopy parameters for the 3He STM are 150 V and 2 kHz respectively. Then the 
conductance is recorded while sweeping the STM bias after momentarily freezing the tip 
height. During vortex imaging the tip is scanned over the surface in constant current mode to 
get the conductance map over space keeping the STM bias fixed at coherence peak position. 
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Figure 5.4 Temperature variation of normalized tunneling conductance (GN) at zero magnetic field (symbols) and their BCS fits (solid line) for a 45 nm thick sample is in panel (a). Temperature dependence of fitting parameter Δ (green square), its BCS fit (solid line) and  (red square) for two samples with 45 nm and 5.6 nm of thickness in panel (b) and (c) respectively. Both show conventional BCS behaviour. 
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First, we record the average tunneling spectra at zero magnetic field as a function of 
temperature. Figure 5.4 (a) shows the temperature variation of the conductance of a 45 nm thick 
sample with a Tc of 7K. The spectra can be fitted to the BCS form and the gap value extracted 
from the fitting are plotted in Figure 5.4 (b) as a function temperature which also obeys the BCS 
prediction16. Even for our thinnest sample (~ 5.6 nm), we see that the superconducting gap at 

different temperatures follow BCS form (Figure 5.4 (c)). 
Next, the magnetic field is turned on. We image vortex lattice at different temperatures and for 
each temperature try to find out the maximum magnetic field up to which the vortices are 
visible. 
For our thickest sample (45 nm), we start imaging at 2.3 K, the lowest temperature of the 4He 
STM. According to the bulk measurements, this sample does not provide superconducting 
shielding above ~ 7 T at this temperature. While imaging over 180 nm × 180 nm area, we see 
clear vortex lattice at 6 T and six diffused spots in the FFT of the image. It indicates that the 
vortices form a well ordered hexagonal lattice. At 7 T, vortices are again very clear but the FFT 
now shows a circular ring instead of six spots. It means that now the overall hexagonal order 
is not present due to presence of domains of vortices with slightly different orientations w.r.t 
each other. At 8 T, we can still see vortices but now at some places vortices form a continuous 
line instead of discrete spots. The ordering becomes poorer and the circular ring in 
corresponding FFT becomes very faint. In Figure 5.5, images taken at 6, 7 and 8 T and their 

(a) (b) 

    6T                                       7T                                         8T 

(c) 
Figure 5.5 Vortex image for the 45 nm thick sample at 2.3 K on 180 nm × 180 nm area. Panel (a)-(c) show images at 6, 7 and 8 T. The lower panels show corresponding FFT images. Even at a high magnetic field of 8 T, vortices are visible and a faint circular ring in the FFT can be observed. 
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FFT are presented. At around 8.9 T, the vortices completely disappear. This process is carried 
out at other temperatures which also confirms the presence of vortices up to a field much higher 
than the expected Hc2 at those temperatures obtained from bulk measurement. 
Next, we look at the average superconducting spectra using grid spectroscopy over an area as 
a function of magnetic field to know the field where the gap vanishes at different temperatures. 

For this sample, at 2.3 K, we get a soft gap present even at 8.9 T where the conductance map 
does not show vortices. This is the maximum field we can apply in this set-up. So, we move to 
higher temperatures.  We notice that at every temperature, the gap with suppressed coherence 
peak persists in the average spectra even after the vortices disappear (Figure 5.6).  
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Figure 5.6 Average spectra of a 45 nm thick sample obtained from grid spectroscopy. Panel (a) and (b) show data taken at 2.7 K and 4.5 K respectively. A soft gap is seen with suppressed coherence peak even after vortices cannot be observed in imaging at that field. 
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These observations can now be summarized in a single H-T phase diagram (Figure 5.7). The 

predicted Hc2 line by shielding response lies well below the line till which vortices can be 
probed. Again, both these lines are below the line which represents the average gap vanishing 

phenomenon. 
These similar set of experiments are then carried out on a different sample with 22 nm of 
thickness. Representative vortex images on this sample at 3.1 K for three different fields are 
shown in Figure 5.8. The average spectra at two temperatures for different field values are 
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Figure 5.7 H-T phase space for a 45 nm thick Mo70Ge30sample. Global shielding vanishes along black line, vortices disappear along the red line and average tunneling spectra shows soft gap up to the green line. The bulk measurement is done on the same sample after STM measurements. 

Figure 5.8 Vortex image for the 22 nm thick sample at 3.1 K. Panel (a)-(c) show images at 2, 4 and 5.5 T. The lower panels show corresponding FFT images. As field is increased, the scan area is reduced in proper proportion to keep the number of vortices roughly similar. Even at 5.5 T, vortices are visible though some of them form linear or extended structures. Still, the FFT image shows a faint circular ring. 
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plotted in Figure 5.9 (a) and (b). The trend of data reflected in its H-T phase diagram is same as 
observed before for our thicker sample (Figure 5.9 (c)). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Discussion: 
The sample Mo70Ge30 grown by PLD is an extreme type-II superconductor. Our ac 
susceptibility measurements in magnetic field ensures that it is very weakly pinned and the 
vortices can be moved very easily. When we increase the field keeping the temperature fixed, 
it is possible that the vortices start moving at some field. This motion then destroys the global 
screening property and the system behaves like non-superconducting material when looked at 
the bulk properties. Now, in our experiment, we still can see vortices above this field. We claim 
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Figure 5.9 Average tunneling spectra at 3.1 K and 4.4 K for a 22 nm thick Mo70Ge30 sample in panel (a) and (b) respectively. Panel (c) shows the H-T phase space for this 22 nm thick sample. Global shielding vanishes along black line, vortices disappear along the red line and average tunneling spectra shows soft gap up to the green line. The bulk measurement is done on a different sample with same thickness and Tc. 
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that the vortex motion initially is not very fast and thus we are capable of imaging the vortices 
even though the material does not remain superconducting on large scales. We then keep on 
increasing the field which makes the vortex motion faster. Typically, a scan on 200 nm × 200 
nm area takes 30-40 minutes and more time is required for larger scan frames. As the scan time 
is large, at some field our measurement fails to capture the moving vortices. This is the point 
where the image becomes completely blurred making us incapable of identifying the vortices. 
But, still locally Cooper pairs can be present. Thus, when we take average spectra, a small gap 
can be seen though there is no global superconductivity. This gap persists until everywhere 
within the material superconductivity vanishes. 
One possibility is that the observed phenomenon is due to vortex creep or vortex lattice melting. 
To be sure about the underlying physics, more measurements and analysis are going on. A 
vortex configuration which is suspected to be in motion, is to be imaged multiple times one 
after another. If the vortices are in motion, the images must show progressive changes in 
consecutive runs.  
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6 Chapter 6: Epilogue 
Investigation of the microscopic mechanism associated with the superconductor-normal state 
transition in different systems, has gained widespread interest since the discovery of 
superconductivity and till now has retained its relevance. Depending on the dimensionality of 
the superconductor, level of disorder and presence or absence of magnetic field, the route to 
destruction of superconductivity can be very different in different systems. In 2d 
superconductors, the transition is governed by transverse phase fluctuation obeying BKT 
physics which was considered irrelevant for 3d clean superconductors within BCS theory. The 
inductive response of the superconductor across this BKT transition is well studied in 
literatures taking in to account the inhomogeneity of SC state and effect of vortex core 
energy1,2. But the corresponding dissipative part has shown anomalous response which calls 
for more detailed understanding3. One possible explanation for the anomaly could be the 
slowing down of moving vortices due to the inhomogeneity of the superconductor. There might 
be other mechanisms responsible as well which is still not clear to us. Again the mechanism in 
which magnetic field destroys the zero resistance state of a disordered system differs 
significantly from the conventional Abrikosov’s scenario. According to Abrikosov’s model, 
applied magnetic field forms hexagonal vortex lattice within a type-II superconductor and 
superconductivity gets destroyed at a field where these vortices start overlapping with each 
other. But this model does not remain valid in presence of disorder as an inhomogeneous SC 
background emerges due to the disorder and also the system becomes prone to phase 
fluctuation. People have proposed explanation for the SIT and magneto-resistance peak 
observed in increasing magnetic field in strongly disordered cases relying on this 
inhomogeneity4. But more careful investigation is needed to reach to any conclusion. 
In the portion below, I would like to mention some of the unresolved issues related to my thesis. 
Our study on 2d NbN film across the BKT transition in GHz and kHz regime reveals that the 
inhomogeneity which is a manifestation of lowered thickness of our film, is playing a major 
role on the transition. The size of the granularity of SC properties is possibly controlling the 
maximum distance covered by vortices at low (kHz) frequency perturbations producing 
anomalously large dissipation across transition. In future, one can play with the thickness of 
the film and by real space imaging one can find the length scale associated with the emergent 
inhomogeneity corresponding to the thickness. Then a direct comparison of this scale of 
inhomogeneity and typical distances traversed by vortices at different frequencies can be done. 
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Also, the experiment can be extended in MHz range and the value of diffusion constant should 
lie in between the obtained kHz and GHz estimation. However, the extent of reduction in 
diffusivity due to inhomogeneity that we predict is extremely high indicating the breakdown 
of Bardeen-Stephen model and we should look for more appropriate modelling of the vortex 
motion. 
Real space imaging of the superconducting state of a weakly disordered NbN film and 
Mo70Ge30 films are done to capture their evolution with external magnetic field. NbN films 
show gradually pronounced inhomogeneity in SC properties in increasing magnetic field and 
the superconductivity is claimed to be lost by phase fluctuation as speculated from its emergent 
pseudogap state with magnetic field. On the other hand, disordered Mo70Ge30 films persist to 
form vortex lattice and the bulk superconducting state gets destroyed much before the 
disappearance of vortices. Thus two systems with different origin of disorder respond highly 
differently in field. At present, we do not have the understanding on how crucially the 
superconducting state gets affected by the exact nature of the non-magnetic disorder in 
presence of magnetic field. One also needs to include the effect of coulomb screening while 
simulating disordered superconductivity to gain insight about how the extent of screening in 
different systems alters the physics. 
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7 Appendix A: Development of low-temperature combined STM/AFM 
set-up 

A.1. Introduction: 
The 4He STM in our lab was modified to a combined Scanning Tunneling Microscopy/Atomic 
Force Microscopy (STM/AFM) set-up. The aim of this project was to develop a low-
temperature set-up which is capable of imaging both conducting and non-conducting samples. 
In STM, as we need to track the tunneling current, its applicability is limited to only those 
samples which can conduct electrical current. On the other hand, as the working of AFM 
involves the detection of change in Van der Waal’s force, our measurement can be extended to 
non-conducting samples also. 
In our set-up, the tip holder assembly consists of a quartz tuning fork whose one arm is attached 
to the holder base and on the other arm, a sharp tip is attached. When we bring the tip in the 
vicinity of the sample, depending on the distance between the tip and sample, the Vander 
Waal’s interaction between these two changes. As a consequence of this change in the loading 
on the fork arm, its resonance frequency gets modified. So, while scanning, by tracking the 
change in resonant frequency, one can obtain the topography of the material.  
A.2. Our Set-up: 
A.2.1. Tip Holder: 
The main challenge while setting up the assembly is to ensure a good Q-factor of tuning fork 
assembly. We bought a vacuum sealed quartz tuning fork with a quality factor of typically ~ 
103-105 and a resonance frequency of 32.7 kHz1,2,3. Here two prongs oscillate opposed to each 

other in symmetrical manner. The internal dissipation becomes very low as both prongs and 
base are made of same material giving rise to such a high Q-factor. When the seal is broken 
and prongs are exposed to air, the quality factor reduces drastically. In addition, when we attach 

(a) (b) 

Figure A.1 A Quartz tuning fork with vacuum seal is in panel (a). Its resonance frequency is 32.7 kHz. SEM image of the prongs of the same fork after opening the seal in panel (b). 
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the tip and connecting wires, load on one arm increases breaking the symmetry between the 
prongs and also the Q-factor drops sharply. The asymmetry in oscillation of the two prongs, 
makes the interpretation of scanned data difficult while the low Q-factor restricts the resolution. 
To overcome this, people have reported the use of Q-plus sensors2 where one arm is fixed while 
the other arm is free to oscillate with the attached tip. The Q-factor highly depends on how firm 
the static arm can be glued to the base. The amount and quality of the glue plays a major part.   
After breaking the vacuum seal, we carefully de-solder the hard legs from the contact pads of 
the prongs. A thin layer of low temperature two component non-conducting epoxy, namely 

Stycast or Torrseal, is used for 
fixing one arm to a Sapphire 
piece. This Sapphire piece is 
then glued to the removable 
upper part of scanning assembly 
with a two-component low-
temperature Ag-paste. To send 
signal to the free prong and also 
to collect the signal from this 

free prong, we attach Au-wires of 25 m of diameter to the contact pads on the tuning fork 
with the conducting Ag paint. The length of these wires are kept as short as possible and their 
other ends are glued on the Sapphire using the same conducting glue. From this point onwards, 
signal is carried by thin copper wires. Sapphire is chosen as it has a very high Young’s modulus. 
As tip wire we use a 25 m Pt wire which has an intermediate point glued to the front edge of 
the free arm with a small drop of Stycast or torrseal. The free shorter side of this wire is sharply 
cut and bent at roughly 90º w.r.t the arm to be used as tip. The free longer side is glued on 
Sapphire with Ag paint. Further from this point, the tip signal is carried via Cu wire. These 
signal carrying wires are then soldered on the PCB attached to the microscope head.  
 
A.2.2. Scanning Assembly: 
For coarse positing, we use a piezo assembly bought commercially from Attocube. The fine 

Pt tip 

Fixed arm 
Au wire 
Pt tip wire 

Sapphire base 
Ag paint 

Figure A.2 SEM image of a tuning fork with one arm fixed to a Sapphire piece. A Pt wire is attached to the free arm as tip and corresponding signal carrier. Electrical connections for the tuning fork are done by glueing Au-wires between contact pads of the fork and the Sapphire piece using low-temperature two-component Ag-paint.  
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positioning assembly (Figure A.3) is attached very firmly on top of this coarse positioner using 
screws. Some modifications are made on the fine positioning arrangement as compared to the 
one shown in Figure 2.10. To increase the Q-factor of the fork, every joint of the entire assembly 
should be very rigid and tightly attached to each other. We use Titanium to make the base of 
the fine positioning assembly. Similarly, on top of the fine positioning piezo tube, cylindrical 
Titanium piece is glued by Stycast and this metallic portion is connected to the STM body 
ground by a Cu wire. Above this, a Titanium disc containing the Sapphire-tuning fork assembly 
is attached by screws. This topmost part is to be replaced each time we change the tip as the 
glues used for joining Sapphire, tuning fork and tip are non-removable . In between Titanium 
and piezo tube, at the base and as well as at the top, Macor piece is used as electrical Isolator. 
The choice of Titanium is made for its high Young’s modulus, low density (coarse positioner 
should not be over loaded) and matching thermal expansion coefficient with other parts of this 
assembly. Also, Titanium is easily machinable which is required to make the screw 
arrangements. 
A.2.3. Low-Temperature High gain two-stage Amplifier: 
To reduce the noise of the signal obtained from tuning fork oscillation, a two stage high gain 
amplifier circuit4 was made on a Cu-clad PCB employing dead-bug technique. It is always 
needed to place the amplifier as close as possible to the source of the signal which is to be 
amplified. Thus, to put the amplifier near tuning fork, special low-temperature Op-Amps (AD 
657) with gain-bandwidth product of 1.6 GHz are used. Also, other circuit components like 
capacitors, resistors, wires which are operational at nitrogen temperature are employed. 
Through one Au-wire we send excitation voltage to the free prong while the oscillation signal 
is collected through the other Au-wire. The first stage of this amplifier is an I-V converter with 

Holder (Titanium) - Removable 
Macor (Isolator) 

Piezo tube for fine positioning 

Base (Titanium) 
Macor (Isolator) 

Holder (Titanium) 

Figure A.3 A schematic of the fine positioning assembly of the STM/AFM set-up. 
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10 gain which is followed by a gain-10 voltage amplifier. The circuit is shown in Figure A.4. 
We have attached a 50  resistor and a Pt- resistor to the Cu PCB using thermally conducting 
Stycast for heating the circuit components and sensing their temperature respectively. This 
arrangement is required to maintain the circuit at nitrogen temperature while we perform the 
actual experiment at liquid helium temperature.  
We have built two I-V converter stages with same gain. One of which is connected to the tuning 
fork output to amplify the actual signal. The other I-V converter which is directly connected to 
signal generator kept at room temperature, has an adjustable capacitor at its input to reduce the 
effect of anti-resonance by balancing the capacitance4 of the tuning fork circuit. The outputs of 
these two I-V convertors are followed by RC filters and then go to the inputs of the differential 
voltage amplifier. We have also put RC filters at the power supply lines of the Op-Amps.  

A.3. Results: 
The tuning fork output after amplification at low temperature is shown in Figure A.5. 

Figure A.4 The two-stage amplifier circuit for the signal obtained from vibration of the tuning fork. Excitation source of tuning fork and the Op-Amp supply are at room temperature. We maintain the circuit at liquid nitrogen temperature while the tuning fork and tip are at liquid helium temperature. 
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Next we have tried to engage the tip on samples in AFM mode. A separate oscillation control 
unit is bought from Nanonis5 to track the tuning fork resonance. We set the controller position 
at the resonant frequency of the oscillator before engaging and corresponding amplitude is  

 
 

 
 
 
noted. As the tip engages, the increased loading changes the resonant frequency and also the 
value of amplitude at the set frequency position. The feedback loop of the controller adjusts 
the tip height while scanning to keep the change in oscillation amplitude fixed for that set 
frequency.  
Figure A.6 shows a 500 nm × 500 nm scanned image over an Au-grating with a pitch of ~ 300 
nm. Few parallel elevated lines of approximately 200-250 nm of width are seen at some places. 
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Figure A.5 Resonance of the tuning fork kept at 2.5 K in vacuum. Resonant frequency is 29.904 kHz. The FWHM is 1.3 Hz giving a Q-factor of 23180. The amplifier circuit is maintained at 95 K using a heater-sensor arrangement. 

Figure A.6 AFM imaging at 11 K on a 500 nm ×500 nm area of an Au-grating having a pitch of nearly 300 nm 
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We have then deposited NbN on Alumina template (obtained from Synkera Technologies) and 
tried to image it. This template has pores of diameter of 35 nm forming hexagonal lattice with 
distance between center of pores of ~ 100-120 nm. While imaging, at some places, we have 
seen dark spots arranged in nearly hexagonal patterns (Figure A.7, Figure A.8) though the image 
quality is not very good. In large area imaging, this pattern was not visible. 

 
A.4. Summary: 
A combined STM/AFM set-up is developed. Tip holding arrangement and scanning assembly 
are modified according to the requirements to add the AFM technique to the existing STM. By 
making a low temperature high gain amplifier, we have obtained high quality factor of the 
tuning fork, used for AFM scanning at liquid helium temperature. Tip is engaged successfully 
on different samples in AFM mode and few initial images are taken on patterned objects. Now, 
we need to improve the image quality by playing with the tip and related parameters for further 
progress. 
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Figure A.7 AFM image at 4K on a NbN film deposited on Alumina template. The template contain pores of 35 nm of diameter separated by ~ 100 – 120 nm, arranged in hexagonal pattern. Scanned area is 300 nm × 300 nm. 

Figure A.8 AFM image at 2.7 K on a NbN film deposited on Alumina template. One hexagonal cell is imaged. 
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After this development, we were facing some problem to obtain the superconducting energy 
gap while operating in STM mode. Later, it is understood that the new oscillation controller is 
adding some high frequency noise which are washing away the superconducting gap.  
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8 Appendix B: Development of a set-up to study the vortex dynamics and 
analysis of vortex motion employing simple model 

B.1. Introduction: 
When we apply dc external magnetic fields, magnetic fields lines arrange themselves in 
hexagonal arrays in form of vortices within type-II superconductors and in regular Scanning 
Tunneling Microscopes (STM), by recording the spatial variation of differential tunneling 
conductance, we can obtain the position of the vortices. But, this method gives us only the 
information about the static vortices while the study of the dynamics of these vortices can be 
very interesting. For example, the trajectories of the vortices should in principle be able to give 
us the pinning landscape of the material. Also, we should be able to visualize the rearrangement 
of the vortices involved in Mott insulator-metal like transitions1 and understand the underlying 
mechanism. 
B.2. Basic idea and design: 
When we apply a small ac magnetic field on top of the large dc magnetic field, it modifies the 
vortex density with time. In one half of the ac cycle vortex lattice contracts while in the other 

half, it expands. The vortices are shaken about their static position (Figure B.1). As a result, the 
spatial current distribution gets modified with time. Now, the strongly pinned vortices move 
less while larger movement is expected where the pinning is low. Thus recorded spatial current 
and differential current maps should reveal the pinning strengths at different positions. 

 

Figure B.1 The blue solid circles are the positions of the vortices at . For the first half of the ac cycle indicated by red, total field is increased enhancing the vortex density. The vortices move closer (red arrows). In the next half-cycle of the signal indicated by black, net field is reduced. Inter-vortex distances increases (black arrows). 
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A solenoidal coil is glued around the Copper can of STM head (Sec. 2.5.1.1) to send alternating 
current in order to produce small ac magnetic perturbations to the applied dc magnetic field. 
The image of the actual coil and the schematic of the bobbin made of Bakelite on which the 

coil is wound are shown in Figure B.2. The coil is made of Cu wire of diameter of 150 m in 4 
layers where each layer contains 171 turns. It can generate a peak magnetic field of 2.2 Oe 
when 15 mA current is sent through the coil. The coil length is decided keeping in mind that 
the sample should sit nearly at the middle of the coil. 
 
B.3. Measurement Scheme: 
For measuring tunneling conductance, the STM bias V is modulated by a small voltage, 

. To generate ac magnetic field, we send a voltage of  from a signal 
generator and pass it through a V-I convertor. It contains a voltage amplifier with variable gain 
as the first stage and the second stage acts as a constant current source. In the feedback loop of 
this second stage, we use a buffer to increase the current sourcing capability of the V-I 
convertor in order to generate higher shaking field. The output current from the second stage 
is then sent to the coil. 
The tunneling current now contains both the frequencies,  and  and takes the form2, 

38 mm 

56mm 

46mm 

2 mm 
(a) (b) 

Figure B.2 The solenoidal coil made of Cu wires attached to the can around the STM head for shaking the vortices is in panel (a). The schematic of the bobbin made of Bakelite is shown in panel (b). 
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 ( + , + )
= ( , ) + . | ,

+ . | ,

+ . . | , + ⋯ 

(B.1) 

 
The fourth term can be written as, 
 1

2 | , [ ( − ) − ( + ) ] (B.2) 
Where, using a low pass filter, we get rid of the higher frequency term. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lock-in 1 is locked at = /2  and measures the term proportional to , lock-in 2 is locked 
at = /2  and reads the term that varies as  (eq. (B.1)). Next, we send  and 

 through a multiplier (AD633JN) and a low-pass filter (MAX 291) with adjustable 

Figure B.3 The electronic circuit and measurement arrangement to record the terms proportional to   ,  
and . 
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cut-off frequency) with a cut-off frequency such that the resultant signal contains only  
( − ) term. We lock the third lock-in at =  to measure the proportional term of 

(a) 

(d) 

(c) (b) 

(f) (e) 

(a) 

(d) 

(c) (b) 

(f) (e) 

Figure B.4 Panel (a) and (d) contain the  map on a MoGe film keeping the bias at 1.5mV (coherence peak position) 
at dc field of 1T at 2.3 K for two different shaking amplitudes, 0.33 Oe and 1.6 Oe respectively. In panel (b) and (e) 

 map for these two amplitudes and in (c) and (f) corresponding  maps are shown. Black dots are local minima 
of zero shaking vortex map. 

Figure B.5 In these figures the shaking amplitude is fixed at 1 Oe. STM dc bias is at 1.5mV, the coherence peak position. 
The  maps on a MoGe film at 3 K for two dc fields, 0.3T and 6T are in panel (a) and (d). Corresponding to these fields, 
the  maps are in panel (b) and (e) and  maps are in panel (c) and (f). Black dots are local minima of zero shaking 
vortex map. 
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 following eq. (B.2). The circuit diagram is shown in Figure B.3. For our measurements, we 
keep = 313 Hz, = 128 Hz and thus  becomes 189 Hz. 
B.4. Experimental data: 
Different frequency components of tunneling current with the STM bias fixed at coherence 
peak position for a MoGe film at a dc field of 1T for two different shaking amplitudes are 
shown in Figure B.4. 
The similar quantities for two different dc fields with a perturbation amplitude of 1 Oe are in 
Figure B.5. 
B.5. Understanding through Simulation: 
When the magnetic field is altered, the vortices enter or disappear from the boundary of the 
sample. The vortex situated exactly at the center does not move at all and the displacement 
increases as we move towards the boundary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure B.6 shows the displacements of the first, second and third nearest neighbors w.r.t the 
central vortex. Extending this picture, we know that n-th nearest neighbor will be displaced by 
nΔ , where, ∆ = − ′, the difference in lattice constants due to the change in magnetic 
fields. The lattice constant,  for a magnetic field  is given by3, 
 = . 

=  = − 2  
(B.3) 

So, the displacement of the vortex, which is at n no. of lattice constant away,  
 | | = | | = /2  (B.4) 

Figure B.6 Schematic of the shifts in vortex positions up to third nearest neighbors are displayed w.r.t the central vortex. Solid arrows correspond to the static positions while the dashed arrows represent the positions after displacement. As the vortices enter or leave the sample through the sides of the sample, central one remains static while displacement increases towards the boundary. 
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Experimentally, we record two I-V spectra for the sample in mixed state. One is well within 
the superconducting region while the other is at the center of the vortex. Then, we interpolate 
the spectra for the intermediate region, using these two experimental curves as end points 
following, 
 = ( , ) + (1 − ( , )) (B.5) 

Where, ( , ) a hexagonal lattice of 2-d Gaussian function peaked at vortex centers. Here, 
the shape of the Gaussian is taken by fitting the shape of a vortex from the experimental image. 
We have  and  as a function dc STM bias. We can take current values for a 
particular bias to generate 2-d distribution of current over the entire area in mixed state for that 
bias. 
Next, we perform FFT on this calculated current to extract different frequency components to 
compare with the quantities measured experimentally by the lock-ins. 

 
Figure B.7 shows a simulated current distribution proportional to  in absence of ac magnetic 
field. 
Now we choose a simulation window which is at 170 m away from the center of the sample.  
We get two maxima as response for each vortex with the static positions at the middle of these 
two maxima in the  maps. All the vortices within the field of view are at first shaken in the 
same direction with same amplitude as should be the case when we are far away from center 
in absence of pinning. In Figure B.8 (a) and (b), we have shown a current distribution 

Figure B.7 The distribution of tunneling current with a frequency same as that of the bias modulation obtained from the FFT of the total current for dc field of 2T. STM bias is taken at the position of the coherence peak. The quantity plotted in this figure is 
proportional to the term  . Here, we kept the 
modulation of magnetic field off. 
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proportional to  for two different shaking angles. The static positions of the vortices are 
denoted by red dots and the arrows are their displacement vectors. By changing the position of 
the simulation area, we can also play with the amount of displacement for the vortices (eq. 
(B.4)). More is the displacement, higher is the amplitude of the maxima. When the 
displacement is larger than half a lattice constant, then the nearest neighbours start to affect 

(c) 

(a) 

(d) 

(e) (f) 

(b) 

Figure B.8 All the panels display the distribution of the component of tunneling current with a frequency 
of the shaking field i.e, a distribution proportional to the quantity  where the STM bias at coherence 
peak position. In panel (a) and (b) vortices are shaken at 0ᵒ and at 30ᵒ  w.r.t x axis. The field of view (FOV) 
is chosen at 170 m away from center giving a displacement of 0.25a (a=lattice constant in static case). 
In panel (c) and (d), the area is taken at 170 m and 620 m away resulting in a displacement of 0.25a and 0.9a respectively and the vortex at the center of FOV is kept static to see the effect of very strong 
pinning. Shaking direction is at 30ᵒ  w.r.t x axis. Panel (e) and (f) are 520 m and 620 m away respectively again with the central vortex static. The other vortices are shaken with random amplitudes between 0.375a and 1.1a at an angle of 30ᵒ with x axis in (e). In (f) amplitude is randomly taken between 0.63a and 1.17a while the shaking angle can randomly vary between 20ᵒ and 50ᵒ w.r.t x axis. In all panels, red dots denotes static positions of the vortices and the arrows represent the displacement vectors. 
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each other and create various patterns depending on the amplitude and direction. Next, we 
selectively change the amplitude and direction of movement of the vortices in order to 
introduce non-uniformity due to pinning.  
The finer features of the experimental data are missed if we increase the extent of filtering 
during image processing. To decide the right choice for filtering, we first do the FFT of 
simulated image. We see that the radius of the filtered image is needed to be roughly double of 
the wave vector corresponding to the original vortex lattice constant in order to capture the 
finer details (Figure B.9 (a)-(b)).  

Again, if the vortices move larger than 0.2 times the lattice constant, vortices (from  maps) 
tend to become blurred and elongated along shaking direction in simulation which is not 
observed in our experiments (Figure B.9 (c)-(d)). 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure B.9 Panel (a) and (b) show the effect of filtering on our  maps. The radius of the filtered FFT image is kept 
nearly same as the wave vector corresponding to the static vortex lattice constant in panel (a). In panel (b), the radius of filtered FFT image is doubled compared to (a). We see that very high filtering washes away finer features while if filtering is very less noise becomes prominent. Panel (b) represents the optimum filtering option. In panel 
(c) and (d), current maps proportional to  with STM bias at coherence peak are shown for shaking amplitudes of 
0.1a and 0.2a keeping the central vortex static. We see the central vortex is perfectly round. As the shaking amplitude increases, the moving vortices become more blurred and more elongated along shaking direction. The dots represent static position of the vortices. 
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B.6. Summary: 
An experimental set-up and related electronics are developed to shake the vortices of type-II 
superconductors around their static positions. Variation of tunneling current with magnetic 
field and STM bias are recorded. Simple theoretical models are employed to analyze these data 
in order to understand the direction and amount of vortex movement. By simulating different 
realistic scenario, we have tried to figure out the details of the vortex motion. We are currently 
not sure whether the vortices are moving sufficiently as for the vortices very close to the sample 
center, the displacements should be negligible and we do not know exactly where on the 
sample, the tip is engaged.  
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